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Abstract

In this study each of the female college student participants read 4 to 6 pages of the

print text, read an equivalent amount of an ebook, and listened to approximately 10

minutes of an audiobook.  For each modality participants experienced one of three

different texts.  The order in which the texts and modalities were received was

randomly assigned. Engagement and motivation were used as frameworks for this

study. In the experiment, interest and engagement in each text were measured through

an interest inventory.  Participants filled out the same measure after experiencing each

text, providing a consistent, comparable measure across formats. Comprehension was

the other framework, and the outcome measure used to assess it was the Content

Reading Inventory (CRI), a tool commonly used by classroom teachers. This research

found no statistically significant differences in comprehension across print, ebook, and

audiobook modalities.  Participants’ levels of comprehension for each text were the

same regardless of the format in which it was received. There was also no difference in

engagement across modalities; the amount of interest participants expressed in a text

was the same regardless of the format in which it was received.  In other words, the text

that was the least popular, was equally unengaging in all three formats.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Literature Review

Over the last few years the popular and scholarly presses have been rife with

articles about how youth, teens, and adults under 40 are not reading.  As a librarian and

literacy researcher, I read these articles with great concern.  Is it really true that kids and

young adults are not reading?  But as I began to look deeper and review the research as a

literacy scholar, I realized that researchers conducting these studies were only counting

traditional book and print based reading, and sometimes were only counting narrative

texts to the exclusion of informational texts. The widely publicized 2004 National

Endowment for the Arts (NEA) study is written up on the NEA website as: “literary

reading in dramatic decline,” with one of the highlighted results, strong drops in reading

among adults ages 18 to 24, as compared to other age groups.1

A more recent AP story from 2007 is headlined in USA Today as, “One in four

read no books last year.”2 This story notes that those age 50 and older reported higher

rates of book reading, as did college-educated people and women.  Readers who

responded to this poll most often reported reading fiction and religious works.  Also in

2007, the NEA conducted a follow-up study--a compendium and analysis of reading

focused on youth and teen readers.3  “To Read or Not to Read” found that this age group

read significantly less than in previous years, in terms of self-reported daily readers, the

percentages of nonreaders, and the amount of daily time dedicated to reading. If nearly all

internet surfing and social networking is text-based how can this be true?  Is this true for

today’s teens or is this data more reflective of teens from previous decades with less (or

no) internet access?
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Reading on the Rise is the NEA’s latest report on reading, released in January of

2009.4 It was rolled out with great fanfare about the increase in reading, especially among

adults ages 18-24.  What the media hype failed to report was that this survey (once again)

asked only about print-based reading and asked only if the participants had read a work

of literature: a novel, book of poetry, or a play in the past year.  From the NEA

perspective, nonfiction reading does not count, nor does non-print based reading.  When

the NEA repeated the question from the 2002 study asking if participants had read any

book that was not for work or school in the last year, the results were unchanged.

Because they continue to disregard nonfiction, digital reading, and audiobook listening,

the NEA reports represent a small slice of the actual reading habits of today’s teen

readers.

In contrast to the NEA, The Pew Internet and American Life Project is one of the

only national organizations to address the digital literacy activities of 21st century teens.

The 2004 report, “The Internet and Daily Life,” addressed leisure readers who read

online, but like most of the Pew studies, it was a self-reported survey result.5 Only 5% of

respondents reported doing the majority of their leisure reading online.  Has this changed

in the last few years?  Is it significantly different among teens versus the adult readers of

the Pew study?  One recent study on teens’ digital literacy activities, “Writing,

Technology, and Teens,” reported that even teens who claimed high levels of these

literacy activities do not consider them to be “real” reading or writing.6  This attitude is

another key reason for underreporting of teen leisure reading levels, and it is probable

that teens’ dismissive attitude toward digital literacy activities stem from the attitudes and

beliefs of their teachers and parents; another indication of the divide between today’s
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teens and older adults.  More support for the important role digital media play in the lives

of teens can be found in the Pew report, “Teens and Social Media” (Lenhart et al. 2007),

which reported that 59% of all teens surveyed regularly participated in online creation

activities, from reading, writing, and sharing fanfiction, to reading and posting to blogs,

to remixing online music, images, and videos.

The Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF) has conducted research similar to that

reported in the Pew studies.  A key report of the KFF was the report, Generation M:

Media in the lives of 8 to 18 year olds.7  This report is a comprehensive overview of the

many different kinds of media that are part of the daily lives of youth, from iPods to

home computers with internet access (74% in 2005) to cell phones and TVs, the many

and rapid changes of the last few years, and the effects that it has on the lives of young

people.  The data in this study was drawn from a nationally representative sample of 3rd

to 12th grade students, and again, like most of their studies, relied on self-reports and the

questions that the researchers thought to ask; because of this some types of online literacy

activities may be missed because they are not known to the researchers.8  A small

subsection of the participants filled out media use diaries, which did allow for additional

activities to be described, but not soon enough to be part of the larger survey.  Some key

results are that computer use has greatly increased over the years, but the amount of time

dedicated to print stayed the same, 43 minutes per day.  This stability in daily reading

time is in direct contradiction to the results reported in the various NEA studies,

indicating that somewhere there are significant differences in ways in which these results

were collected and analyzed.  Finally, in comparing heavy use of one type of reading

with use of other types, researchers find that those respondents who are heavy readers are
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also likely to be heavy TV watchers or computer users.  This matches exactly with the

results of the Audio Publishers Association annual surveys on audio use, which found

that print readers are more likely to be listeners than non-readers.9

Purpose and Guiding Questions

Are teens really not reading as much as they did in the past?  Are teens reading,

but in nontraditional formats that cause underreporting? If the research conducted by the

NEA focuses exclusively on print literature reading, what about all the teens who do all

their reading online or in digital formats?10  What about the teens who listen to

audiobooks?  If the questions are only concerned with literature, then how are we

counting the many people who read nonfiction, newspapers, magazines, and websites?

Teens today may be reading just as much as teens in the past, but their ways and

types of reading are so different from the older generations who create these polls and

studies, that they are not accurately capturing the true levels of adolescent literacy leisure

activities.  One way to address these questions and start to gain deeper understanding of

the new ways of reading is to study readers’ preferred formats for reading.  Do teens

prefer print books, e-books, or do they prefer to listen to audiobooks?  Can they

comprehend at the same level across all formats?  Do they comprehend best when

reading in their preferred format, or is there a format in which most teens comprehend

best?  Do teens report being more engaged and/or interested in leisure reading texts in

one format over another?  By knowing more about reading format choices and

comprehension, self-reports of reading habits will have increased validity and the

questions can be tailored to reflect these new developments in reading.
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Literature Review

This chapter reviews the current state of the research literature for audiobooks and

e-books, and discusses the implications for library services and collections.  As

audiobooks increasingly come digitally and e-books provide text-to-speech functions, the

lines between these two once distinct formats is blurring.  Additionally, several of the key

studies in these areas use both audiobooks and e-books separately or together.

The research included in this review is drawn from a variety of disciplines: library

science, education, psychology, and even medicine, in the form of journal articles,

dissertations, reports, surveys, and blog posts, up through November 10, 2010.  Library

and Information Science Full Text Abstracts (LISTA), Library Lit, ERIC, Science Direct,

Education Full Text, Digital Dissertations, and Google Scholar were all searched using

audiobook* as keyword, and the search string “kindle OR nook OR e-book” OR "e-

book."  No date limitations were used in the search, but the newness of these formats

heavily weighted the results to the last few years.  There was a longer history of

audiobook research, but it is more limited in nature.  E-book research has been

considered for several years in education and psychology, but only recently has made its

way into LIS.  Most of the published materials on e-books is found in the professional

literature and is not research-based.  Additional materials were located by tracking down

citations in news stories and in the reference lists of key articles.  All located pieces

(books, chapters, reports, articles, papers, news pieces) that reported on research, or are

research-based and thus useful for librarians working with readers or listeners, are

included in this review.
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Audiobooks

Over the last 10 years audiobooks have moved from a small part of most public

library collections that had a few dedicated listeners (often with long commutes) and an

almost non-existent commercial market to being a favorite for library patrons.  The

advent of affordable and easy-to-use personal digital music players which supported

audiobook files, the creation of online downloadable audio collections aimed at the

consumer market like Audible.com, gradual growth in digital audiobooks that can be

checked out by library patrons, and widespread popular interest in audiobooks, have all

led to audiobooks being one of the fastest growing and successful formats for both

libraries and consumers.  Audiobooks have also become increasingly accepted in

classrooms and school library media centers and are even showing up in academic library

collections.  Clearly, the format has become an integral part of library collections and

services and with that comes the need for understanding the research about audiobooks

and listeners.

This section of the chapter is divided into 3 sections, LIS research prior to 2006,

Education and other research pre-2006, and Research published from 2006 to 2010.

Research Based Readers’ Advisory: Library and Information Science

and Industry Research and Practice pre-2006

Research Based Readers’ Advisory by Jessica E. Moyer is the only LIS

publication that reviews research on audiobooks and audiobook advisory.11  Below is a

condensed overview of the Research Review section of Chapter 4, which reviews LIS
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research, some educational research, and industry research, all prior to 2006, but after

2001, an indication of the new and growing nature of this area.12

Chronologically, the first audiovisual advisory publication appears in The

Readers’ Advisor’s Companion, “Viewers’ Advisory.”13  The title of Randy Pitman’s

chapter, “Viewers’ advisory: handling audiovisual advisory questions,” leads readers to

believe that this chapter will either be a how-to for audiovisual readers’ advisory or some

research on audiovisual readers’ advisory.  Instead, the chapter turns out to be a

conglomerate of suggested places to look for AV information any reference librarian

should know, with irrelevant personal opinion, a nearly complete lack of analysis, and a

disappointing reference list.  The last section, ‘Nontheatrical video,’ provides librarians

working with AV a list of sources for reading about and finding videos.  For librarians

looking to become better readers’ advisors for AV materials, or AV librarians wanting to

learn more about doing advisory for their patrons, look elsewhere.

Fortunately for eager AV advisors there are some other useful publications.

Nonfiction Readers’ Advisory includes an excellent practice-focused chapter by Michael

Vollmar-Grone, “Hearing and seeing: the case for audiovisual materials.”14 Vollmar-

Grone starts his chapter with a review of audiovisual materials over time, from the first

time a presidential election was broadcast over radio (1920) to the increasingly prominent

role of the mass media in today’s popular culture. Vollmar-Grone’s use of terms and

definitions is commendable; ‘audiovisual materials’ instead of the utterly generic

‘nonprint materials’ and ‘information materials’ instead of ‘nonfiction.’ Vollmar-Grone

also includes a brief section on the historical role of AV in public libraries, which is
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important for understanding the role of AV in today’s public libraries, which leads into a

discussion of reasons why AV is under-utilized by librarians.

Vollmar-Grone’s next section is one of the longer ones, but also very important

and relevant – media literacy in today’s media-saturated world. This chapter may be a

few years old but media literacy is not only still a big issue, it is more important today

than it was in 2001 due to the proliferation of digital and “new” media.  Vollmar-Grone

does an excellent job addressing the tension between media as entertainer versus media

as an informer.  Librarians working with teachers (and administrators in some libraries)

may need to work hard to overcome this tension and Vollmar-Grone’s clear discussion of

these issues will certainly help.

In the last section Vollmar-Grone moves into the practical challenges affecting

readers’ advisors.  First, he points out that all readers’ advisors should also be viewers’

advisors and listeners’ advisors – the goals are the same: helping people find what

interests them.  This is such an important point and it is heartening to see Vollmar-Grone

make it right at the beginning of this section.  Two pages of guidelines follow for readers’

advisors working with listeners and viewers, and the chapter concludes with an excellent

annotated list of suggested resources.

In “Special Needs/Special Places,” in Reading and Reader Development, Judith

Elkin brings an international research oriented perspective to this discussion.15 Elkin’s

focus is readers’ advisory for patrons with special needs, which she defines broadly:

“The range in disabilities is wide and includes motor, visual, aural, intellectual and

emotional.  Many of us probably have disabilities which are not even acknowledged as
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such.”16 Many of the readers included in this category are best served with audiovisual

materials and in particular, audiobooks.

As in other chapters of Reading and Reader Development, Elkin does an excellent

job reviewing the research in this area.  She starts with a particularly important section,

“Value of reading for people with special needs,” which supports the premise that reading

can be particularly important for people with special needs, as “people find what they

need in what they read.”17 By providing this review of research related to the value of

reading for patrons with special needs, Elkin gives libraries the knowledge that there is

such research and a place to go when they need to find it.  In this section, Elkin includes

two important quotes, powerful enough to bear repeating here in their entirety.  Mathias,

quoted in Elkin:

“Books are not just print, they are sound and vision, large print, large format, CD-

ROM.  Books can be read using eyes, ears, hands and fingers.... Reading should be a

pleasure not a punishment, and there is joy, satisfaction, and achievement in encouraging

any child to read independently, but even more so when the child has special needs.”

“In the context of reading for adults with special needs, reading might be defined

as being about the right book in the right format for the right adult at the right and in the

right place.  Almost inevitably, libraries and librarians play a significant role in ensuring

this is a reality.”18

For librarians who do readers advisory, Elkin’s next section, “Reading and people

who are visually impaired,” will be useful as many visually impaired readers who listen

to audiobooks often have the same preferences and needs as sighted patrons who enjoy

audiobooks. Elkin urges all library programs to be welcoming to listeners as well as
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readers.  In order for listeners to make an informed choice, they will likely need a variety

of information about an audiobook, information that is not always provided in traditional

online library catalogs.  Lastly Elkin describes a new partnership in the UK.  As part of

the Branching Out Project, the National Library for the Blind has shown how popular

audiobooks can be when marketed in the library to all patrons.  National Library for the

Blind has also partnered with Branching Out on other projects to make libraries generally

more inclusive and welcoming to visually impaired patrons of all ages.

The next article moves away from the research and book-based publications to a

more practical, but very important, article on readers’ advisory and audiobooks.  From

the Readers’ Advisory column of Reference and User Services Quarterly comes one of

the keystone articles in audiovisual readers’ advisory.  In “Reading with your ears,” guest

columnist Kaite Mediatore presents a well-researched and accessible article on readers’

advisory for audiobook patrons.19 As commutes become longer and readers’ lives busier,

more and more library patrons are turning towards audiobooks.  Patrons have a perfectly

justified desire to have readers’ advisors help them find good listens just as they expect

help finding good reads. Mediatore reveals that like leisure readers, audiobooks listeners

are everywhere and everyone.  There is no one age group or demographic that doesn’t

listen to audiobooks.  And most audiobook readers are also avid readers (and already

likely patrons of readers’ advisory services).

 Using many of the aspects of a traditional print readers’ advisory interview,

Mediatore gives plenty of practical, yet research-based suggestions on readers’ advisory

for listening patrons.  In her section on appeal, Mediatore targets one of the most

important and unique aspects of listeners’ advisory, the narrator.  Regardless of the plot,
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the narrator can make or break a listening experience.  Additionally Mediatore points out,

for some listeners, the narrator trumps genre or other preferences.  Some listeners will

give anything Barbara Rosenblat or George Guidall narrates a try, regardless of the type

of story.  Mediatore also talks about books that don’t translate well to audio, because of

the style of the writing or the special effects of the print.  One recent example is Mark

Haddon’s popular the Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime.  The text includes

many puzzles and other visual effects, which cannot be conveyed in an audio version.

Consequently, readers’ advisors need to remember that not all print makes a good audio.

Mediatore cites some important research conducted by Harriet Stow and the

Collection Development Committee of the Arlington, Texas PL which indicates that

more than 80% of readers prefer unabridged audiobooks, regardless of whether they want

to read nonfiction or fiction.  Even nonfiction readers, traditionally thought to prefer

abridged, are found to prefer the unabridged so they can control the reading experiences

and listen to the sections they want, not the sections someone else has deemed the best.20

Mediatore also adapts the ever-popular readers’ advisory tactic of how to read a

book in ten minutes, to “Listen to a Book in Fifteen Minutes.”21  Using this clearly

outlined strategy readers’ advisory librarians can quickly and painlessly make themselves

familiar with a variety of audiobooks.

Greg Morgan provides an international view of audiobooks and services for print

disabled readers in “A word in your ear.”22  Morgan describes the Royal New Zealand

Foundation for the Blind (RNZFB) and its upcoming initiative to transition from cassette

tapes to the DAISY digital talking books for print-disabled readers in New Zealand.  This

article is valuable mostly for librarians who are interested in how other countries serve
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print-disabled readers.  It describes and discusses the DAISY format for digital audio,

which has been internationally adopted and is designed for print-disabled readers to be

able to navigate the text with the same facility as a sighted person with a printed book.

In Public Libraries, Hampton Auld has written one of the few articles published

in an American library and information science journal that addresses the same topics as

Elkin and Morgan. 23  As the first part of the Perspectives column in Public Libraries,

Auld discusses the Talking Books Program, established by Congress in 1931 and

administered by the National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

(NLS) at the Library of Congress. The essay by Jim Scheppke is worth reading for its

view of how libraries in other countries are providing digital audio to library patrons,

such as the Netherlands, where in 2005, patrons had access to 30,000 digital

audiobooks.24 Scheppke also provides valuable research on the Talking Book Program in

Oregon and five other states.

The last article in the library literature about audiobooks comes from the May 15,

2006 issue of Library Journal.25 Ann Kim provides a positive view of audio downloading

programs, particularly the Recorded Books/NetLibrary program from OCLC.  What this

article fails to mention is (at that time), none of these programs supported iPods, the

dominant device in the digital audio market.  It misses the most critical question: should

libraries spend money and staff time on a program that will miss 80% of potential

listeners?

Additional research and related publications for audiovisual readers’ advisory

comes from the bookselling and AV industries.  Aimed at booksellers, Eileen Hutton’s

short (and opinionated piece) in Publisher’s Weekly has both good advice for librarians
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and some great facts: “More than 97 million people drive to work solo each day and the

average delay due to traffic congestion has tripled in the last 20 years.”26 Hutton thinks

bookstores are prejudiced against audio, frequently hiding it in the back of the store and

giving it little advertising space.  There are probably a few libraries that also make this

mistake.  Hutton makes some excellent suggestions for increasing awareness of audio

among staff and patrons.  For example, “when a customer asks for a new book by Nora

Roberts the best response is: “Do you want the hardcover, cassettes or CD?”27 Or now we

should add “would you like to download it to your digital audio player?”  That will get

both staff and patrons thinking about the different formats available and hopefully

decrease some of the discrimination against audio.  Hutton also suggests the tried and

true readers’ advisory training strategy of getting staff to start a listening program. “When

sales people become audiobook addicts, they pass on the addiction to customers.”28

Lastly, Hutton provides some suggestions for increasing visibility of audiobooks,

including the suggestions of including the audio version at every book signing and

always shelving the audio alongside the print in any displays.

Robin Whitten provides the one source of data on the audiobook publishing

industry in, “The Growth of the Audiobook Industry”.29  Additional and more recent

information can be found in the 2006 press releases from the Audio Publishers

Association.30 In terms of formats, downloadable audio continues to grow, increasing

from 6% to 9% of the market. A significant portion of users of MP3 player have

downloaded digital audio, making digital audio the fastest growing area.  Compact disc

usage also continues to grow, up from 63% to 74%, while sales of cassettes are on the

decline, from 30% to 16%.  Fiction persists in dominating the market at 58%, but
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nonfiction makes up a healthy 32%, marking the trend of popular nonfiction, noticed in

recent years by many readers’ advisors. In general, publishers report publishing more

unabridged titles and fewer cassettes, in some areas eliminating cassettes entirely from

production.31

The data on audiobook readers tells librarians a lot about the listening patrons

they are most likely to serve in the library. Nearly 84% of respondents had attended

college, making audiobook listeners a well-educated group.  Listeners have higher

incomes and many have children.  They also read printed books, with more than 94%

indicating that they have read a print book within the last twelve months.  Listeners are

readers, too.32

Listeners still greatly prefer unabridged listening and most listeners who purchase

their audio do so at physical stores (as of 2006).  The percentage of titles borrowed from

libraries has also increased, from 38% in 2001 to nearly 52% for 2005.  “The most

important factors for consumers when selecting audiobooks are price, availability on CD,

author, description and narrator.” How do consumers actually select audiobooks?  More

than 40% use websites and recommendations from friends and more than 30% use

information provided at the bookstore and/or on bestseller lists.  Libraries barely break

30% even though more than half of audiobooks are borrowed from libraries.  One good

note is that the more titles a listener listens to in a year, the more likely the listener is to

ask a librarian for a suggestion.33

Audiobooks: Additional Education Research prior to 2006

The educational literature is rife with examples of ways audiobooks have

successfully been used in the classroom.34 One example is in a lunchtime book discussion
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group for English language learners, in which students improve their language skills

while enjoying the same popular books as their classmates.35 Others like Gillie Byrom’s

early study on using audiobooks with struggling readers suggest great potential for use of

these alternate formats.36

R. M. Casbergue & K. Harris’s literature review is an excellent summation of pre-

1996 research on listening and literacy.37  Their review notes the importance of hearing

stories for both younger and older children, and segues neatly into an argument for

including audiobooks in the curriculum.  This was the first article to note a now

commonly accepted trend in the increasing quantity and high quality of audiobooks for

children and teen readers.  The remainder of the article gives many examples of ways that

incorporating audiobooks into reading classes could benefit students (with ESL students,

struggling readers, etc.,) all of which are also discussed in the articles on practical

applications.  They conclude with a section on selection of audiobooks, which is

technically out of date, but does make the important and still valid point that abridged

texts are to be avoided as it denies students the joy of being involved with the complete,

authentic text and reading experience.

One of the only studies of library users of audiobooks, John Yingling’s 1998

thesis gathered data on the audiobook listeners of a public library and many of the

conclusions are still valid for library collection development.38  Unabridged productions

are greatly preferred over abridged, listeners place little significance upon an actor or

actress as narrator, and subject is one of the most important factors in selection of titles

for checkout.  Interestingly, Yingling found that a significant number of the listeners did

not visit the print books section of the library, showing that there is a dedicated listening
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audience.

Teachers, and to a lesser extent, librarians, may be suspicious of audiobooks and

not willing to allow them as a substitute for “real reading.”  Pam Varley’s essay in Horn

Book should go a long way toward changing minds and helping teachers feel more

comfortable allowing children to “read” audiobooks just as often as they read print

books.39 Varley’s essay is unique in that she discusses the historical use and attitudes

towards audiobooks and education, and addresses the traditional differences between

adult and children’s use of audiobooks.  By combining quotations and research from both

education and LIS, with excellent examples from recent audiobook productions, Varley

makes her case relevant to teachers and all types of librarians.

Irene-Anne Diakidoy et al. studied children’s listening and reading

comprehension in both narrative and informational texts, one of a few recent studies to

compare the different types of comprehension across texts and formats.40 This ambitious

study not only compared children’s comprehension in two formats and two types of

reading materials, but repeated the research with 612 children at different grade levels,

grades 2, 4, 6, and 8, enabling them to note any changes in comprehension abilities across

age groups, from early readers to accomplished teen readers.

Diakidoy et al. found that the relationship between listening and reading

comprehension becomes stronger after children have mastered decoding, meaning that

readers who have mastered basic reading skills have strong positive relationships

between reading and listening comprehension, and that listening comprehension does not

exist independently from reading comprehension.  The researchers also found that the

differences between listening and reading comprehension decrease with grade levels, and
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older students were more likely to have equally good or higher reading than listening

comprehension, while younger students often had better listening comprehension.

Finally Diakidoy et al. found that over all age groups reading and listening

comprehension were weaker with informational texts than with narrative texts.  This last

find has limited relevance for this paper, but great relevance for children’s and adolescent

literacy as it shows definitely that regardless of the format, children and teens are weaker

at comprehending informational texts, the same texts that are required for all their subject

area learning in secondary schools.

In regards to audiobooks, this research shows the importance of fostering

children’s listening comprehension, both for younger listeners who are better at it than

reading comprehension, and for older readers who still need to practice listening

comprehension.  The weaker comprehension of informational texts could also be

remedied with additional listening time as there are an increasing number of nonfiction

audiobooks for younger listeners.

Audiobooks: Education, Library and Information Science and

Psychology Research since 2006

Many of the recent publications about audiobooks continue to revolve around

awards and new technologies, and while important developments, these items contribute

little to the understanding of audiobooks and reading.  However, they are of critical

importance to librarians as they decide which formats to purchase – should libraries still

buy cassettes?  Regular CD’s or MP-3’s?  If libraries go with digital audio, then which

system is best for their users?  What about the new self-contained audio devices,

Playaways?
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Articles such as Susan Hoy’s overview of spoken word materials and

downloadable audio services for libraries, including formats and devices, are essential

reading for busy librarians.41  She also considers collection development issues and

emerging audio and playback technologies.  S. Maughan authored one of many articles to

note the trend in digital downloadable audiobooks, an increasingly popular option with

patrons, consumers, and libraries.42  And J. Milliot wrote the first of several articles

announcing publishers and retailers are dropping the cumbersome and frequently

problematic Digital Rights Management (DRM) encryptions.43  This culminated in the

announcement in early 2009 that Apple is dropping DRM for all the songs in its iTunes

store.  Since Apple and iTunes have been a leader in digital audio and the use of DRM,

this is likely an indicator that DRM is (fortunately) becoming a thing of the past.

For all things digital there is one single paper that addresses digital audiobooks,

specifically for the library market, the 2007 Library Technology Report.44 Although in

some aspects it has already become outdated, it is still the best resource for understanding

the complex world of digital audiobooks.  In addition to a complete listing of web based

sources for digital audiobooks, Tom Peters makes clear the rather murky and confusing

issues surrounding DRM and Apple’s iPod mp3 player.  Written by and for librarians,

this report is also full of references and research, making it more than just a practical

contribution.

Jan Engelen compares and contrasts the long established audiobook market for

visually impaired readers, with the booming commercial audiobook market, from a

European perspective, a useful update and alternative to Auld’s “Perspectives” column

from 2005. 45  With a practical emphasis and covering a wide range of materials, this
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would be especially useful to librarians working with visually impaired listeners or those

considering new or revised programs or technologies.

Other recent practice-oriented publications include case studies such as

“Audiobooks on iPods: Building a program for a research library” which details a case

study of an academic research library that created an iPod-based audiobook collection for

patrons with focus on leadership and management skills.46  iPods were also loaded with

podcasts and eventually video seminars.  In addition to describing how the program was

created and how it worked, Nancy Allmang also covers the difficulties in dealing with

DRM.

 Teachers and librarians new to audiobooks may be unfamiliar with the qualities

of a good audio production, and in need of a quick guide to evaluation.  In “Sounds Good

To Me,” school librarian and chair of the inaugural Odyssey Award, Mary Burkey has

written just such an article, a brief overview of the important qualities and elements

present in a good audiobook production.47  A. Cardillo and other industry experts

contribute a useful article that covers three distinct types of audiobook recordings, along

with some rationales for using audio with children and teens.  The industry viewpoint

makes this unique.48

Recent educational articles emphasize the practical aspects of using audiobooks in

the library, school library media center, or classroom, or case studies such as “Getting

teens to read with their ears,” which showed how one school librarian successfully used

Playaways to reach out to busy high school students.49  Teachers and librarians interested

in using audiobooks, but in need of convincing research or publications, will benefit from

the well researched article by R.C. Clark, in which she succinctly notes, and then rebuffs,
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the arguments against audiobooks.50  Clark also mentions the challenges of introducing

audiobooks and most importantly, using research, shows the importance of listening

comprehension and its use as an indicator of later success.

Written entirely from the education point of view and with a more comprehensive

literature review, G. Wolfson covers much the same ground as Clark, focusing on the

value of using audiobooks.51  Wolfson deals exclusively with adolescents, whereas

Clark’s article is more generally focused on all youth.  In addition to the Guidelines and

Suggestions for use of Audiobooks, Wolfson has an extensive research-based section on

why adolescents should be using audiobooks as part of their language arts curriculum,

focusing on such important topics as allowing struggling readers to focus on the words

and the story instead of struggling to decode, allowing all students to enjoy and

experience the same texts, regardless of reading ability, and developing or honing

listening comprehension skills.  Up to date, clear, and to the point, this is the perfect

article to give to an administrator or teacher reluctant to use audiobooks and any librarian

not yet convinced of the value of spending precious collection dollars on audio

collections.

Joel R. Montgomery’s paper includes an extensive literature review similar to

Clark and Wolfson that also includes some more recent works.52  Sections on the

consequences of below grade level reading, and fluency and comprehension for native

English speakers and Second Language Learners are especially helpful for school library

media specialists.  Examples of tested techniques using audiobooks in practice at libraries

and classrooms will be useful for all librarians interested in working more with youth and

audiobooks.
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Brett Cooper contributes an action research article based on a year long project

conducted in his classroom.53 Inspired by a student who had difficulty with silent reading,

he used audiobooks with small groups during silent reading time. At the end of the school

year, ten students were reading significantly above grade level and one was significantly

below grade level. Fifteen students increased more than one and a half grade levels.  Nine

students increased about one grade level and two students showed limited growth.  Six

students showed growth of more than two grade levels. Cooper concludes that books on

tape do have a positive impact on students’ test score results and comprehension.  At-risk

students were able to improve up to the basic level and a few up to the proficient level.

The basic and proficient students were able to increase their levels, with many improving

to the advanced level. Students also showed improved attitudes toward reading,

especially those reading below grade level and reluctant boy readers.

There is a small, but significant collection of purely research-based articles on

audiobooks, and most have been published in the last few years, another indication of the

growing popularity of the audiobook among all age groups.  These works come from

education, library and information science, medicine and psychology, showing the multi-

disciplinary nature of studying reading and audiobooks.

In B. Winn et al., the scholars rely on the research about teaching children and

adolescents reading skills,when developing new ways of teaching adult learners.54  The

same argument can be made in reverse, that strategies and research that apply to adult

learners, can also be applied to adolescent students.  Winn et al., focus on fluency and the

cognitive limitations of slow and struggling readers that limit both fluency and frequency

of leisure reading.  “The importance of developing fluent reading in order to enhance
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reading skills and appreciation of literacy.”55  The researchers use two strategies, repeated

reading and listening while reading, which can be applied to audiobooks.  Here it is used

as a more able reader reads the text aloud while the struggling reader follows silently

along with a copy of the text.

The same method can be reproduced using audiobooks as readers can listen and

follow along on the printed texts at the same time.  One advantage of using audio is that

the student has some privacy and another person is not required in order for the student to

practice reading.  Winn et al. found that there were no significant differences between the

students who were in the repeated reading condition or the students in the listening while

reading condition, but both conditions had significantly higher scores than students who

were in the control group and didn’t use either strategy.  While this research did not use

audiobooks, it does provide strong and convincing evidence for the use of audiobooks

with struggling readers of all ages and the need for more research that studies links

between listening and reading comprehension.

Using students in grades 2 and 5, Syed Stone Harris studied the effect of

audiobooks on reading comprehension, but unlike previous studies found no significant

differences in comprehension between students who read books and students who

listened to audiobooks.  Some of the results do point to higher gains made by the younger

students, which does match up with the results found by S. Grimshaw et al and others.56

Studying students in upper level elementary grades who had been diagnosed with

a reading disability, Kelli Esteves looked at the efficacy of using digital audiobooks

paired with print texts, versus traditional print books, during silent reading times.  She

found that the students in the audio-assisted group made much more significant gains in

reading fluency, more evidence for the impacts of audiobooks on struggling readers.57

From psychology, Christopher A. Kurby et al. write about Auditory Imagery
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Experiences (AIEs), which occur when readers simulate character voices while reading.58

This project assessed how familiarity with voice and narrative context influences

activation of AIEs. Participants listen to dialogs between two characters. Faster responses

to matching than mismatching voices were consistently obtained for familiar scripts,

providing evidence for AIEs. Transfer to unfamiliar scripts only occurred after extended

experience with character voices. These findings define factors that influence activation

of speaker voice during reading, with implications for understanding the nature of

linguistic representations across presentation modalities. A similar claim might be made

about the perceptual features of textual speech – readers should experience AIEs during

comprehension if perceptual representations of the character’s voice are present in

memory to support such imagery.   In a related work, Teppo Sarkamo et al. studied stroke

patients and the effects of music and audiobooks on long term gains in verbal memory

and early sensory processing, concluding that listening can have significant positive

effects that may lead to recovery of higher cognitive functions.59

Ann Milani et al. studied children and adolescents with dyslexia in an

experimental design using school and leisure reading texts.60  Students in the control

group continued to use printed texts, while those in the experimental group used

audiobooks.  Milani et al, found that the students using audiobooks experienced

significant improvements in reading accuracy, gains in general school performance and

motivation and engagement for involvement in school activities, strong evidence for the

importance of using audiobooks with struggling or learning disabled readers.

Patrick Lo, in a paper presented at 2009 IFLA World Congress, conducted a

similar study, looking at Naxos Spoken Word Library (a digital audiobooks collection)
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and children’s motivations to read with 5th and 6th grade students in Hong Kong.61  Lo

found that the availability of the digital audiobooks collection in the school libraries did

not increase student’s motivations to do leisure reading or listening, and that girls were

more likely to use the library for leisure reading or listening and use the Naxos

collections.  He attributed these results partially to a lack of materials that interested

many of the student readers, especially the boy readers, and concluded that if the library

is to succeed in attracting and motivating readers, but especially boy readers, then the

collection needs to better reflect their interests, a result that is relevant to all types of

libraries serving listeners.

Matthew Rubery, a humanities scholar, overviews recent development in digital

and audiobook technologies, in a manner designed to be understood by non-specialists, a

useful summary for librarians without a technical background.62  He also makes

connection between today’s audiobooks and the popular pastime of the Victorian era of

reading aloud and reflects on attitudes towards reading aloud and listening to audiobooks.

Duncan Ross’ survey has implications for audiobooks as he finds that over 40%

of current library users own an iPod and 30% another mp3 player and almost 70% of

library patrons already listen to some form of audiobooks.63  Unlike the APA data which

shows heavy use among younger listeners, the majority of patrons who borrowed library

audiobooks were over 50,  and the library was their primary source for audiobooks, with

the far distant second choice the Internet, followed by iTunes.

There a few detractors who are opposed to audiobooks, but these are found

primarily in the visually impaired community and their arguments revolve around those

who learn Braille and “read” texts, versus those who get all their “reading” through
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listening.  Some researchers are concerned that those who only listen may fail to develop

certain areas of the brain and that members of oral societies think differently than those

of literate societies, and their concerns are being validated by brain imaging studies, but

these results cannot be generalized to the larger population.64

E-books and Online Reading

This section of the literature review is also in three parts, the first on online

reading, a complementary research tradition that greatly informs what we know about e-

book reading, the second on e-books used in the classroom that are not on dedicated e-

book readers, and a section devoted to research and publications that used dedicated e-

book readers, such as the Kindle, Nook or Sony Reader.

Online Reading

There is very little research, specifically on e-books and e-book readers.  There

are plenty of articles that discuss the e-book readers and their technical features, but very

few that talk about the e-book reading experience or use e-books or e-book readers as

part of the research design.  Because of this, I have chosen to include the research on

online leisure reading and extend the findings to e-book reading as appropriate.  Even

then research on online reading is much smaller than that on audiobooks because it is so

much newer.  Online reading has only existed since the early days of the personal

computer and has only been widely popular since the mid 1990’s explosion of home

computers and worldwide web access.  Research often trails practice and thus there are

only a few years of research with which to contend.  While the research on audiobooks

was limited before 2001, because books on tape and even books on LP have been
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collected by libraries for many years, there is a more substantial body of practice articles

and librarians, as a general rule, seem to have some basic knowledge of audiobooks.

None of this is true for e-books and online reading – these formats are too new to have

really permeated the library world. As a result, nearly all the research comes from

education, or, more recently, publisher and marketing reports.

There are hundreds of articles and book chapters on online reading, but nearly all

focus on online reading in terms of information seeking (e.g., Coiro & Dobler),

particularly in the library science literature.  In this section I am looking only at those

articles that touch on leisure reading online.  This includes reading and writing instant

messages, reading and writing fanfiction, and searching for online reading for leisure.

Studies that focus exclusively on classroom practices or uses of online reading solely for

instructional purposes are also excluded, but any classroom based study that involved

silent reading time or choice in reading materials is included.65

Grimshaw et al. is the first article to be addressed in this section because it

included both e-book and audiobook components, overlapping with the previous

section.66  It also included a more recent and comprehensive overview of e-book research.

In terms of previous research, the literature review section includes key information on

both audiobooks and e-books.  Grimshaw et al. discuss the research on the value of audio

for struggling readers as it helped reduce the amount of working memory devoted to

decoding, allowing the readers to focus on meaning and general comprehension, both key

features of leisure reading.  The dynamic cues provided by narration, sound effects, and

emphasis of audiobooks go beyond printed texts in terms of assisting readers in

integrating the meaning of the text.67 Previous e-book research has found that when
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reading challenging texts readers using the e-version with integrated dictionaries and

pronunciation guides had higher comprehension scores than children who would have

had to ask an adult in order to gain the same information.68 Some studies also show that

children were more eager to engage with the e-books and more motivated to do the

reading task than those assigned to print conditions.  Even if this is somewhat related to

getting to use a new toy, anything that increases children’s engagement and motivation

needs to be considered.

The RAND Reading Study Group was one of the first to publicly acknowledge

the changing nature of texts and reading, noting “electronic texts that incorporate

hyperlinks and hypermedia introduce some complications in defining comprehension

because they require skills and abilities beyond those required for the comprehension of

conventional, linear print.”69  Julie Coiro built on this in her work on online reading

comprehension focusing on understanding the complex nature of online reading

comprehension.70  Coiro is an excellent overview of online reading and comprehension

and the research surrounding it, as of 2003.

In a follow-up study Coiro and Dobler used a selective sample of 11 highly

skilled and able sixth graders in a qualitative study using verbal protocols and interviews.

They concluded that online reading in terms of computer-based, web-based reading (not

necessarily leisure reading) was more complex as it required all the elements of print

reading plus more complex applications of prior knowledge, interferential reasoning, and

self-regulated reading processes.  One reason for these additional levels of complexity

may be that online reading prompts self-directed text construction in ways that are

significantly different from print reading.
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Another overview of online reading comes from D. J. Leu & L. Zawilinski, with

an emphasis on the implications of new literacies and online reading for the classroom.71

As school media specialists need to work closely with teachers, this article is an excellent

choice for them.  Leu & Zawilinski argue that today’s students’ reading and writing lives

are based around computers and the internet, and thus instructional strategies that teach

and recognize the more complex comprehension required in this medium are essential in

today’s classrooms if educators are going to successfully teach today’s children.  Their

article includes several steps for integrating the internet and computers into classrooms in

thoughtful ways that help students at all socio-economic levels prepare for the literacy

skills needed in the not too distant future.

In an early study of college students and online reading E. Ramirez found that

most students (78%) preferred print, and only 18% preferred digital.72  However, that data

is now more than six years old, which is a long time in rapidly evolving technology, and

likely did not include students who had grown up reading online.  Today’s 18-year-old

college students are likely have been reading online their entire lives, since they were

born around the time of the advent of graphical web browsers and the explosion of the

worldwide web.

Published shortly after, Z. Liu’s first study of online reading consisted of older

readers (born between 1960 and 1975) and finds a strong preference for print (over 90%),

with only 3% preferring digital formats for reading.73 With only a ten year gap between

the subjects in Liu and Ramirez, already there has been a significant increase in

preference for digital reading, with more than six times as many respondents preferring
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digital reading.  Clearly this is a rapidly changing area of reading, especially among

younger readers.

Online reading with college students has also been recently studied in terms of

gender differences.74 Researchers found that when asked about their preferences, female

students had a significant preference for print while male students were more willing and

more satisfied to read online.  While not addressed in this study, one likely result for this

explanation is that female students read more fiction and fiction reading is more

commonly done in print, whereas the male students are reading more nonfiction which

can just as easily be read online, and in fact may be more readily available online.  While

this study was conducted with Chinese college students, there is no reason to believe that

these results would not be generalized to college students in other countries.  In

comparison with research on American readers, Liu & Huang reported that Chinese

students were more likely to prefer online reading and less likely to print out materials

that could be read online.  There are many possible explanations for this result, not the

least of which is less readily available access to paper and printers for the Chinese

students.  Liu & Huang concluded that the main drawback and reason for less online

reading is because of readability.  While the issue of readability is valid for computer and

screen-based reading that relies on backlighting technology, the new e-book readers that

use e-ink technology and no backlighting do not have this major obstacle.  While Liu &

Huang’s results are interesting, the major drawback is that the entire study is based on

self-reported data.  It does, however, provide some interesting points for further research.

Fanfiction, a creative form of writing in which the writers based their stories and

characters on existing stories and characters, is an increasingly popular literacy activity
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among teens as it has become a wholly online activity, moving from its original

underground or zine-based roots to the worldwide web.  Two recent studies explore teens

and fandom in general in terms of multiple literacies and critical media literacies.75  As

fanfiction is rarely (if ever) part of regular school assignments, by its very nature, it is a

leisure time or out of school literacy activity.  As fanfiction involves reading just as much

as it does writing, it is also an important source of leisure reading, and one that I think is

likely to be overlooked when counting teen leisure reading activities.

Kelly Chandler-Olcott and D. Maher work from the hope that understanding

teens’ out of school literacy practices will better help in making school literacy activities

more meaningful and engaging for students.76  In this study, the fanfiction in question is

based on Japanese manga, illustrated comics that resemble (but are not identical to)

American graphic novels as they are more of a cross between the narrative stories of

graphic novels and the format of older style comic books.  This case study of two teen

girls’ uses, interactions, and creations of fanfiction is an excellent example of the ways in

which online reading is an important part of leisure reading.  It is also an excellent

example for understanding fanfiction in the context of multiliteracies, an important

theoretical framework for many working with online reading.

Working from the same background as Chandler-Olcott & Maher, Cynthia Lewis

& Bettina Fabos’ 2005 article is a case study of seven teenagers who regularly engage in

instant messaging.77   This qualitative study finds that language, social networks, and

surveillance are the three most important aspects of instant messaging for these teens.

Teens were easily able to manipulate all of these to create the social worlds of their

choice, one that is not necessarily transparent or even comprehensible to older adults.
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While language is still an important part of instant messaging, I would argue that much of

this article is already dated as teens rarely engage in extended chat sessions that are

outside of one of the big social networks (MySpace or Facebook) today in the ways that

they did even a few years before.  However, the manipulation of social networks and

surveillance are still activities in which teens involve themselves even though the

medium has changed from instant messaging to social networks.

William Douglas Woody, David B. Daniel, and Crystal A. Baker worked with

college-age students and focused on the use of digital textbooks, an increasingly available

option for college students.78 They studied college students enrolled in an introductory

course and who had indicated that they had previously used a digital textbook. The

researchers found that the students reported greater satisfaction when using print books,

that they were more likely to read captions in print and that they were not likely to utilize

embedded links in the digital texts.  Woody, Daniel, and Baker found no gender effects

and no difference in students who had previously used digital textbooks.  As all of the

students in this study were reading their books on computer screens instead of dedicated

e-book readers, this may well account for the students’ lack of interest in using the digital

texts as it required more computer time.  Similar results were found in “Usability

Evaluations of E-books,” which concluded that students who grew up reading print books

may be less likely to adapt to digital texts and the resolution of the images on the screen

can impact eye fatigue.79

E-books in the Classroom

While not using leisure reading texts, J. M. Cole and V. R. Hilliard found similar

results to Grimshaw et al. when assigning struggling readers to either a traditional print-
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based reading curriculum or a computer-based reading program that included music and

video.80  This study used the culturally and ethnically focused computer-based program

Reading Upgrade with third grade students still struggling to acquire basic reading skills.

Because the audio component was not assessed in such a way as to be able to conclude

that the narration had the significant impact on comprehension scores, it is not possible to

draw as firm conclusions from this work.  Instead, this article demonstrates the

importance of motivation and engagement as the struggling readers were more highly

engaged and motivated to work in the computer-based reading program.  It also indicates

that computer based or e-book reading may be much more appealing and comfortable for

young and/or struggling readers than traditional print reading.  Lastly, it shows that

formats must be studied in such a way as to remove the confounding variables that in this

study make it impossible to fully explain the reason for the results.

Grimshaw et al investigated the differences between children’s comprehension of

popular storybooks based on medium of presentation.81  The researchers used print

versions and e-book versions, some of which included professional audio narration in

addition to the electronic text.  Their study used two texts, The Little Prince and

Magicians of Caprona, with the second text being the only one that included narration.

They found that the children (ages 8 to 15) enjoyed reading the books equally in all three

types of formats, and that comprehension scores were the same across all three formats,

except for the audio plus text condition which resulted in significantly higher

comprehension scores.  When being tested on the texts without audio, the comprehension

measures took longer to complete, even though the children always had the texts to refer
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back to during testing.82 In terms of interest and engagement with the texts, the type of

medium did not significantly influence children’s desire to finish reading the text.83

This study also used a dictionary condition with two of the groups. The students

reading The Little Prince were provided with either a print dictionary in addition to the

book, or an electronic dictionary integrated into the text using hyperlinks.  While there

were no significant differences in comprehension in the dictionary condition, students

with the e-book used the dictionary at a rate of 69% (18 of 26) versus 4% (1 of 25) in the

print condition.84 One conclusion that could be drawn is that the children were reading

texts that were at their independent reading level, which is appropriate for leisure reading

texts, and thus did not need the dictionary.  The heavy use may have been due to the

effect of a new feature, or possibly related to online reading habits.  Wikipedia articles,

for example, are full of hyperlinks for short definitions or in-depth articles.  The children,

who were described as very comfortable with computers, might be carrying over this

habit into the e-book environment.  If so, this is a good one, especially as they encounter

more challenging texts.

The authors speculate that the increased comprehension scores with the audio

version of the e-book could be attributed to the narration reducing “the load on working

memory and that the use of correct intonation and emphasis served to integrate the text

and to provide a richer context to the storyline… and assisted the integration of ideas

within the storyline, making it more likely that children would make the correct

inferences.”85 The use of sound effects in the audio could also have led to increased

textual and contextual clues.  One important finding here relates to reading ability, “Very

few children found the narration to be a hindrance to them in their reading and those who
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did tended to be more able readers who found the narration to be too slow.  Many

children commented that the narration had been useful when words were difficult to

read.”86 Here the audio and text were provided together. Would this same effect with

more able readers have been observable or significant if just the audio had been

provided?

In a recent educational study Ofra Korat found that children who used e-books

instead of the traditional print books made significantly more gains in comprehension and

general reading skills than the students who interacted with the print book, indicating that

the adoption of e-books in classrooms may greatly benefit student readers.87 In a similar

study, Adina Shamir et al. found that children who were assigned to any of the three

treatment conditions that used e-books made significantly more gains in emergent

literacy than children assigned to the printed book control group.88  Interestingly, the

researchers found that when children were paired with peers and e-books, the largest

gains were made.

Tricia Zucker, Amelia K. Moody and Michael C. McKenna’s research synthesis is

a definitive overview of the effects of e-books on literacy for elementary students,

drawing primarily on educational research.89  Reviewing and analyzing studies that used

randomized trials they found that use of e-books had small effects for comprehension.

Most of the studies included in this review used e-books accessed on computers or

specially designed devices (not necessarily using e-ink).  Zucker et al. also made the

decision to have both a meta-analysis of the experimental studies and a narrative review

of the studies that cannot be compared quantitatively as this made it possible to include a

much larger number of relevant studies, including those most highly valued by
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practitioners.  Their definition of an e-book is worth considering:

“Our minimum definition of an e-book requires a text presented on a computer

with an oral reading option (also known as text-to-speech) and some form of hypermedia

(i.e., embedded images, sounds, video, animation, and so on). E-books typically contain a

combination of enhancements, such as animations or video that dramatizes the text,

music, and cinematic effects that create mood, organizing elements such as overview

screens or a table of contents, interactive activities or games, and “hotspots” (i.e.,

animations that are activated with a mouse click).”90

They found that e-books in educational settings were most likely to be used (and

studied) with two groups of students: “1. young, fledgling readers in the emergent and

beginning stages of reading acquisition; and 2. struggling readers or students with

diagnosed reading disabilities.” As this review was being conducted on research

published before February of 2007 when dedicated e-book readers like the Kindle were

just beginning to be used in the classrooms, it is impossible to say if this distinction will

apply to newer studies.  It is also unclear if e-book readers like the Kindle can be used

successfully in the same way as assistive technologies with struggling readers or if they

are more likely to be used as a replacement for printed texts and with non-struggling

readers.  One negative effect found by Zucker et al. was that children who used e-books

made fewer gains than students who were able to read one-on-one (usually with a parent),

indicating that e-books do not take the place of critical parent-child interactions with texts

that have long been deemed essential for gaining early literacy skills.
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One interesting conclusion that can be drawn from the e-book studies in

educational settings, particularly those with younger readers is that eyestrain does not

seem to be an issue.  Most of the e-books in use in education settings are still computer

based (and often interactive) or use dedicated devices that use LCD screens, yet eye

fatigue or other issues related to backlight screens are never mentioned as a problem.

This may very well be a result of the age of the participants.  Younger children may

spend less time overall using computers, or they may be so used to interacting with

technology that used an LCD screen that it never becomes an issue.  This is another

indication that there may be significant generational differences with readers of e-books.

E-books and E-book Readers

Most common in the LIS literature are articles such as the one by Stephen Abrams

that provides technical overviews of the various e-book readers and formats.91  While

useful, these outdate almost as soon as they are published although Abrams’ is a

particularly thorough overview that is worth perusing, particularly for information on

some of the lesser known devices.  The American Library Association has tracked library

lending of e-books in a handy map available online.92  Outside of LIS, in the publishing

world articles debating the merits of e-books and e-book reading abound , such as an

editorial which gathers a disparate group of researchers and writers to offer four different

views of e-books and online reading or the Heather McCormack article in Digital Book

World, which is a persuasive argument for library purchasing and lending of e-books.93

Reports from large research groups, like the Kaiser report, are not only readily available

online, but are widely reported on.
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There have been a few studies of the technical aspects of e-book readers and e-ink

which found that larger characters may increase reading accuracy, which is not a problem

for most e-book readers as they include multiple text sizes.94

Another recent study of the Kindle as an e-book reader used it in a study with an

iPad and a personal computer. Participants read a complete short story on one of the

devices and then in a regular printed book.95  While this study claimed to find that

reading on the Kindle and iPad were slower, little information about the methodology

was revealed and it is likely that the small sample sizes used in the study were too small

to have statistically significant results.  Nor did the study account for the learning curve

that may occur the first time using a new device like the iPad or Kindle, another reason to

question the conclusions.  While the Kindle and iPad received positive results for

enjoyment of the reading experience, the study did not take into account nor ask any

questions about eye fatigue a common issue with backlit devices and LCD screens.

Reports and White Papers

The Kaiser report finds high levels of ownership of cell phones and mp3 players,

which are used more often for media consumption than phone calls and all of these

devices support e-book reading.96  The recent Pew report finds that 84% of teens have

home internet access and there have been great increases in media consumption and

multitasking media consumption.  The average teen consumes over ten hours a day of

media in seven hours of time.97  Daily print consumption has dropped five minutes from

43 to 38.  However, the print count “does not include time spent reading on computers or

mobile devices.  Time spent reading newspapers and magazines online is captured and

counted in computer usage,” which skews the results. 98
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Scholastic recently reported that children had significantly more positive attitudes

to digital reading than adults, as most were interested in it and one-third indicated that

they would read more if they could access digital texts.99 Parents were concerned that

digital activities would not provide the same experiences as print reading and that it

would keep children from other activities like exercise or interaction with family and/or

peers.  One of the more interesting results from this survey is a question about how

parents versus children define reading – children are much more likely to consider non-

traditional activities reading while searching for information online, reading social

networking sites, and texting, to be reading.100

One of the most recent articles is from Australia, but with results very relevant to

American libraries.101  Duncan Ross surveyed Australian public libraries and their users

and found that there is a high level of interest in e-book readers and related technologies

(iPads or iPhones), something that will not surprise most librarians.  He contends that

libraries must rapidly and dramatically increase their digital offerings or lose current and

future library users.  Ross’ brief overview of e-books and e-books readers, along with

recent consumer data will be useful to librarians interested in learning more. While only

25% of the population currently reads e-books, more than 60% are interested in reading

one or learning more about them, numbers that libraries need to seriously consider when

allocating collection budgets, and most library patrons would be willing to check out e-

books and many would even buy a device just to access library collections.

The Australian Romance Readers Survey from 2009 also provides some valuable

data on e-book and e-book reader use and adoption.102  While more than half of

respondents do not use e-books, of those that do the most popular reading devices were
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desktop and laptop computers, followed by e-book readers, phones and PDAs.  One

interesting result here is that the iPod was not listed as an option but was the most

commonly written in response.103  In terms of book purchases independent bookstores

second at 23%.  This may have implications for e-book purchases as well as those almost

always need to be purchased online.  5% of respondents already purchase directly from

publishers, which for publishers interested in selling their e-books directly to customers,

they already have an established customer base.104  In terms of e-book purchasing, in

2006 40% of Australian romance readers already purchase e-books, and an additional

15% say they plan to purchase e-books sometime soon.105  This is also a quite law abiding

group, of those that have downloaded or free e-books, the vast majority do so from

official publisher or author sites only.106

Overdrive, the leading vendor in providing downloadable e-book content to

public libraries recently published a white paper, “How eBook Catalogs at Public

Libraries Drive Publishers’ Books Sales and Profits,” something that should prove

particularly useful for librarians attempting to work with publishers who refuse to sell e-

books for library loans.107  This paper argues “public libraries hold sizeable marketing

potential for publishers and authors.  This prospective reader audience can be captured

through discovery on shelves and in catalogs, in addition to author tours, bookmobiles,

and book clubs.”108  Overdrive notes that only one other e-book distributor has realized

this potential,

“Sony Electronics has realized the market power presented by public libraries.  At

Sony’s retail eBookstore, the ReaderTM Store, Sony has a Library Finder application

promoting the available of eBooks at libraries and Sony Reader’s compatibility with
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eBooks checked out from libraries.  Sony has used this compatibility as a distinguishing

feature to drive both device and retail eBook sales.”109

In a point that should really resonate with publishers, the report concludes,

“Libraries are not simply meeting the demand for eBooks, but they are whetting the

consumer appetite.”110  With plenty of data to support these points, this report is one that

librarians need to be using to convince publishers to sell e-books for library loans, just as

they sell print books.

College Students and E-book Reading

Colleges were among the first to test the use of Kindle e-book readers in the

classroom, as a replacement for printed textbooks.  Early studies which used the first

generation of the larger sized Kindle DX found a minority of students quickly adopted

and enjoyed the Kindle, but most were frustrated by difficulties in note taking and

highlighting; other colleges had to drop their pilot programs when it was determined that

the Kindle DX was not easily used by visually impaired students.111  As all of these

issues have been addressed by updates and new generations of the Kindle readers,

additional studies will likely find quite different results.  Faculty who insisted in page

numbers in citations, or failed to use the Kindle’s more precise line identifying numbers

when discussing texts in class, also contributed to poor results.  What these college pilots

did find was that students were quite interested in using the Kindle for recreational

reading and were very likely to recommend it to friends and family for recreational

reading.  Others argue that the Kindle won’t be the device to replace textbooks, instead

promoting the iPad and similar tablet computing devices, due to their interactive nature,
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color displays, and ability to play video clips.112

Another corporate study of college students and e-books finds that e-book and e-

book readers have yet to really catch on with college students, with most digital texts

being purchased for class and a low level of e-book reader ownership.113  This doesn't

necessarily mean that college students don't like e-books, just that they currently don't

have a lot of access to them which may very well be a function of the limited disposable

income of college students and the still substantial prices of dedicated e-book readers.

Consumer and Publisher Data

What do we know about the readers and users of e-books and e-book reading

devices?  Publications on market and consumer data are often locked up and hard to

access, available only to members or for purchase, making them generally inaccessible to

librarians.  Luckily second hand reports provide handy summaries.

“Places where ebooks are downloaded: Amazon still holds the top spot at 61% –

B&N has 20%, Libraries 7% ….  Right now Kindle holds the top spot for devices at 40%

– just passing the PC/laptop in the last survey at 39%.  Among ebook buyers, print is

definitely losing ground – nearly 50% of ebook readers now say they are buying

exclusively or almost exclusively ebooks and 49% indicate they either MOSTLY or

exclusively purchase ebooks.  Of those who own devices today 44% indicated they

received their device (purchase or gift) in the past 6 months.” 114

The Price Waterhouse Coopers report, “Turning the Page, the Future of eBooks,”

provides some of the most recent information on the e-book market, although it is very
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heavily weighted to the publishing perspective, making it only mildly useful for

librarians.115  This report also focuses on the differences between the North American and

European markets, notably, the low interest levels  on the part of European publishers to

adopt and sell e-books.  However, as this report argues, the successful and rapidly

growing e-book market in the US will soon be found in Europe as the most popular e-

book reading devices (Kindle e-book readers and iPads) are now available in Europe as

well as in the US, as well as the European consumers’ increased awareness and interest in

e-books.116

Libraries and E-books

A few library associations have conducted similar projects and their information

is much more readily available like the COSLA study based on interviews with library

leaders and state librarians.117  The two most relevant areas for this report are the section

on devices and the section on access.  In terms of devices, “For devices meant for library

lending and use, respondents added some remarkably consistent needs. They would need

to be simpler than any other device, more durable, much cheaper ($100 or less seems to

be the magic number), rechargeable, with no cords required for use, larger controls, and

accessibility options that work for the largest range of people possible.” Most

respondents expressed discomfort over lending somewhat fragile devices that cost over

$300. Some stated they couldn’t include devices in their public services until the price

drops significantly.  Many see the role of the library as a place for patrons to try out new

technology.  Currently the biggest access issue facing users is that public computers

cannot be used for downloading library e-books and the generally convoluted procedures

used for finding and checking out e-books.

For the most part only preliminary case study-based information is available on
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the use of Kindles in libraries.118 Lotta Larson studied two second grade readers over

several weeks of using a Kindle for 30 to 45 minutes a day and her results suggested that

using the Kindles promoted new literacies practices and extended connections between

reader and text made possible by the interactive tools integrated into the Kindle.  She

found that the two readers used all the features of the Kindle, adjusting the font size,

accessing the dictionary and using the text to speech.  The two students felt that the

reading experience, for them, was the same as with a book, or even better and Larson

found that over the course of the study both girls had increased positive attitudes towards

reading and made regular comments about their preference for the Kindle over traditional

books.

Similar results are reported in a new book, No Shelf Required, in chapter 4, “E-

books in the Public Library.”119  Like Grimshaw et al. Amy Pawlowski combines e-books

and digital audiobooks as in most public libraries these are provided by the same vendor

and from the same interface.  She notes “in 2009, well over eight thousand public

libraries offered e-books and downloadable audiobooks.”120 Pawlowski also offers an

excellent list of the advantages of digital collections, noting a not often mentioned point

that digital collections can save a great deal of staff time as they do not require

processing, or checking in and out.121  Digital collections are also very popular with users

and have very high rates of adoption, particularly when they are discoverable through the

OPAC.122  As vendors are a key partner in digital collections, most of the rest of this

chapter is devoted to an overview of vendor, products, and licensing, with a section on

formats that makes interesting reading for those interested in technical aspects and history

of the various e-book formats.  The tables with device and format compatibility is a
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valuable and easy to understand tool for working librarians, but staff using this resource

need to be aware of the rapid changes in this area that may make these resources quickly

outdated.  This chapter concludes with a case study of Kindle use and loaning at a public

library, which is a nice guide for libraries considering the loan of e-book readers.123

The most recent reports in this area are the results of a survey conducted by

Library Journal and School Library Journal as part of their 2010 Virtual Summit.124  The

Public libraries report begins with an overview of the rapidly growing e-book market,

noting that the “annual growth rate of 71% is the highest of any book category,” ten times

higher than adult hardcovers at 1.3%.125  In terms of library e-book collections, 72% of

libraries currently offer collections and “as for the 28% of public libraries that currently

don’t offer e-books, 32% plan to offer e-books in the next 12 months, while a further

28% plan to offer e-books in the next couple of years.”126  Clearly e-books are a format

that are no longer a fad but an established format in public library collections.  Libraries

are adding these collections based mostly on consumer demand.127  Libraries are also

circulating devices. While only 5% of libraries surveyed currently circulate reading

devices, as many as 24% of respondents are considering it.128  Libraries are mostly likely

to circulate the Sony Reader, which may be because of its compatibility with Overdrive

collections, or Sony library marketing and outreach campaigns.129

The LJ/SLJ report finds that public library e-book collections tend to circulate

many of the same types of materials as print collections, the most popular in fiction are

bestsellers, mystery/suspense, current events, and self help/psychology.130

The school libraries report’s most interesting result is that “middle schools appear
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to be most receptive to e-books. Middle school students are most likely to have dedicated

e-book readers, and they are most likely to make e-book requests. Middle school libraries

also report that they expect a higher increase in e-book circulation.”131  Many of the other

areas are similar to public libraries, while currently offerings are lower, most that do not

currently offer e-books are considering it in the near future.132

E-books and E-book Readers Internationally

Studies of e-books and e-book readers outside of the United States and Europe are

gradually increasing.  In Ghana a large study is currently being undertaken on the

feasibility of using Kindles for classroom and leisure reading. Results from the pilot

study indicated that the Kindle was useful for assigned long form fiction reading in the

classroom and that students appreciated its similarities to the familiar technology of the

cell phone.133 E-book adoption in China is so high that predictions about the demise of

print culture may not be too far off.134  As many as 91% of participants said they would

not bother buying a print version if they could get it digitally.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Frameworks

What is leisure reading?  In order to discuss Reader Response Theory and

engagement motivation theory in terms of leisure reading the term must be concretely

defined.  Over the years a variety of definitions of leisure reading research have been

offered, each with one common component: that this reading is part of non-work, non-

school recreational activity.  W. Knulst and G. Kraaykamp, using data that was initially

collected in the 1950’s, articulate one of the older definitions of leisure reading.1  In their

retroactive review of forty years of leisure reading data, leisure reading is a proportion of

the amount of time that is spent reading, as a part of the amount of time daily devoted to

leisure activities outside of work or school.2  Knulst and Kraaykamp were focused on

teens over the age of 12 and all ages of adults, so their definition applies to both adult and

teen readers and is the only one to be so comprehensive in terms of age.   In terms of

reading materials, they considered only books, magazines and newspapers as part of the

total reading count.

V. Greaney, who investigated factors related to amount and type of leisure

reading for children, defines leisure reading as an out of school activity, and notes that

leisure reading requires a certain level of reading proficiency.3  Greaney is concerned

with leisure reading as a proportion of total reading, considering this measurement a

better indicator than hours per week spent reading.  Like Knulst and Kraaykamp,

Greaney’s data on reading was gathered through self-reported diaries of leisure time

activities.  When counting the time spent engaged in leisure reading from the diaries,

Greaney defined leisure reading as “reading of any kind, excluding school texts and other

materials assigned at school.”  What is left out of Greaney’s definition are books that
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students read outside of school as part of a leisure reading promoting program, such as

Accelerated Reader or any other program that links school-based grades or rewards with

students reading self selected texts out of school.4  Greaney’s definition is exclusive to

school-age children and teens, but could be extended to apply to college-age students and

working adults. Greaney includes books, magazines, newspapers and comic books in his

reading counts.

More recently, Sandra Hughes-Hassell and P. Rodge, in their study of urban

adolescents, define leisure reading this way:

“The reading students choose to do on their own, as opposed to reading that is

assigned to them. Also referred to as voluntary reading, spare time reading, recreational

reading, independent reading, reading outside of school, and self-selected reading, leisure

reading involves personal choice, choosing what one wants to read, and reading widely

from a variety of sources—not just books.”5

Hughes-Hassell and Rodge, who count text as anything students are reading,

whether printed page or on a screen, have the most comprehensive definition of leisure

reading because they include all the leisure time literacy activities in which 21st century

teenagers regularly engage.  Again, their definition is limited to in-school teen readers,

but could easily be expanded to college-age students and/or working adults.

In my previous work I used the term leisure reading as inclusive of fiction

reading, pleasure reading, and recreational reading.6  As this work was done with adults

and all the research used in the literature review was exclusive to adult readers, issues

related to school promoted leisure reading were never addressed.  Leisure reading was
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assumed to be any reading (usually fiction) done outside of work or any reading activities

pursued as a hobby.

A New Definition of Leisure Reading

After the previous overview of some of the more representative definitions of

leisure reading, I will be exploring and proposing a new definition.  Here is the definition,

with two key components, that guide my work:  First, leisure reading involves texts that

involve some level of selection by the reader; second, the chosen texts are read as part

of as an enjoyable leisure time activity. Leisure reading includes silent reading and

reading aloud. This definition would include texts that are read for a school leisure

reading program because it implies some level of student choice.  It would also include

books read for book groups or literature circles (for any age) because either the

participants choose to be in the group, or they have some level of responsibility in

choosing the text.  In out-of-school book clubs, participants always have the choice of

whether or not to read the text and whether or not to attend the meeting.  This proposed

new definition includes fiction, nonfiction, graphic novels, comic books, newspapers,

magazines, and self-selected online reading completed as a leisure time activity.  It also

includes audiobooks, just as it includes any sort of reading aloud, whether done by

parents to children, or one adult to another, or a professional narrator reading an

audiobook to a listener.  Leisure reading is done for fun but that does not mean that

leisure reading does not include learning.  For many readers the information they learn

while leisure reading is an important secondary outcome of leisure reading.7  Other

leisure readers enjoy reading informational materials such as hobby magazines or
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newspapers.  Leisure reading always includes the option to learn from the reading

materials.

What is Reader Response Theory?

Reader Response Theory (RRT) was first proposed by Louise M. Rosenblatt in

her 1938 volume, Literature as Exploration.8  The main tenet of RRT as proposed by

Rosenblatt is the relationship and transaction between reader and text. “The meaning –

the poem – ‘happens’ during the transaction between the reader and the signs on the

page.”9 According to Rosenblatt, this poem, the result of the transaction, is dependent

upon the reader performing certain actions, because the reader is active in creating the

reading experience.  Rosenblatt maintains this must be referred to as a transaction

because the experience occurs in multiple directions, it is not one way, from the reader to

the text or the text to the reader, but is the result of an active interplay between the two,

which results in the creation of the poem.10  A key idea in Rosenblatt’s work is her

creation and use of the terms ‘efferent reading’ and ‘aesthetic reading.’  Before the ideas

of transaction can be fully explored, efferent reading and aesthetic reading need to be

explored and defined.

Rosenblatt’s Efferent and Aesthetic Reading

What exactly is efferent reading? Efferent reading is reading that is done for

informational purposes, to gather information, to get what the reader needs to know to

carry away.  Rosenblatt says: “the reader must focus attention primarily on the

impersonal, publicly verifiable aspects of what the words evoke and must subordinate or

push into the fringes of consciousness the affective aspects.”11 In her later work, The
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Reader, the Text, the Poem, she further elaborates on efferent reading, defining it in terms

of a readers’ attention, “In nonaesthetic [efferent] reading, the readers’ attention is

focused primarily on what will remain as the residue after the reading – the information

to be acquired, the logical solution to a problem, the actions to be carried out.”12 She goes

on further to say that the primary concern of the reader in this type of reading is “what he

will carry away from the reading.”13 The focus for readers having an efferent experience

is outward, toward what can be taken away, not inward to their feelings and responses.

Efferent reading is reading done primarily for information gathering, it is reading

with a distinct purpose and an end goal in mind of obtaining specific information or

materials to be used after the reading experience.  Most school-based reading is efferent,

particularly reading in the content areas where students must be able to learn and gather

detailed information from textbooks and other assigned readings in order to complete

assignments and be successful on exams.  Even reading in English or language arts

classrooms can be efferent if the focus is outward, on dissecting and understanding texts,

instead of inward and focused on lived through experiences.  While efferent reading can

be discussed alone as it is here, because it is on the opposite end of the spectrum from

aesthetic reading, it can also be defined in opposition to aesthetic reading.  Occasionally

leisure reading is efferent as some readers undertake leisure time reading to gain new

information, such as information about a hobby.

What differentiates aesthetic from efferent reading is “the difference in the

readers’ focus of attention during the reading event.”14 This is what Rosenblatt later

refers to as the readers’ stance, and what I think of as the reader’s purpose for beginning a

reading experience.15 In both cases, the concern is with the state of mind of the reader as
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he or she approaches the text, and the reasons for which they are approaching the text, as

well as their state of mind during the reading process.  In differentiating aesthetic from

efferent, Rosenblatt calls it a shift in the attention of the reader, “aesthetic concentration

differs from non-aesthetic contemplation by virtue of the shift of the direction of attention

toward the qualitative lived-through experience.”16

In order for aesthetic reading to occur, “the reader must broaden the scope of

attention to include the personal, affective aura and associations surrounding the words

evoked and must focus on  - experience, live through – the moods, scenes, situations

being created during the transaction.”17 Again, more explanation can be found in The

Reader, the Text, the Poem.   In aesthetic reading, the focus of the reader is inward, on

what happens during the actual reading event.  Here Rosenblatt is describing what many

others have referred to “as lost in a book,” where the reader becomes fully caught up in

the reading experience as it occurs.  Rosenblatt defines aesthetic reading in terms of the

readers’ experience as “the readers’ attention is centered directly on what he is living

through during his relationship with that particular text.”18 However, aesthetic reading is

not free rein fantasy or lazy reading that does not engage the brain, it requires transaction,

which involves effort and engagement on the part of the reader.19

While defining efferent reading and aesthetic reading in opposition to one

another, she notes that they are not mutually exclusive but can be found on either end of a

continuum, “a series of gradations between the nonaesthetic and the aesthetic

extremes.”20 She furthers this idea in her explanation of the readers’ stance towards the

text, noting that it “may vary in a multiplicity of ways between the two poles.”21  Rarely

would any reading experience be exclusively aesthetic or exclusively efferent, but would
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oscillate across a spectrum during any single reading experience.  Most reading

experiences are mainly one or the other, but because efferent reading can intrude into

aesthetic experiences and aesthetic reading into efferent experiences, most reading

experiences tended to be clustered closer to center than to either extreme.22

Rosenblatt uses the example of a medical report for efferent reading, yet for some

readers, it may be impossible to push away emotions, remembered experiences, and

thoughts of others, even as they read for the purposes of information gathering.  One

example of a text that can be read at either end and is entirely dependent on the state of

mind and purpose of the reader, is a cookbook.  Many cooking fans talk about reading

cookbooks for the joy of experiencing the text and the pleasure of transaction with the

text.  Others use cookbooks purely as a guide and read the recipe solely to gain the

information needed to create the final product.  Two readers may be reading the exact

same texts, but find themselves on different ends of the continuum based on their stances

as they approach the text, their purposes for reading the text, and their prior experiences.

An example of a reading experience that should contain equal elements of both is when a

librarian is reading a book for review or for working with a book group.  During the

reading, the librarian must balance aesthetic reading and efferent reading.  Efferent

reading is important because the librarian needs to evaluate the book, either to write the

review or to come up with discussion points.  She needs to come away with certain

information, such as an overall view of the text, or a list of several areas that are

problematic or could prompt discussion.   At the same time, it is important that the

librarian have an aesthetic reading experience so that they are experiencing the text in the

same ways they are hoping the reader would experience the text. If the aesthetic
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experience is lost, the reading can become drudgery and dull and the review or book

group discussion will not reflect the joy and pleasure found in aesthetic reading and

response.

Because of the importance of the reader, and all the experiences and knowledge

that the reader brings to each reading experience, no two reading experiences can be the

same, from reader to reader with the same text, or even the same reader re-reading a text.

Rosenblatt notes, “ ‘the reader’ is a fiction, that there is no generic reader, that each

reader is unique, bringing to the transaction an individual ethnic, social, and

psychological history.”23 At the same time, different readers (or even the same reader at a

different point in time) can approach the same text and have completely different reading

experiences, as “the same texts may be read efferently or aesthetically.”24 Again it all

depends on the stance of that particular reader, in that particular point in time, as they

approach that particular text.

Langer’s Contemporary Perspective on Reader Response Theory

A more recent reading response theorist is Judith Langer, whose work is

overviewed in Envisioning Literature: Literary Understanding and Literature

Instruction.25  While much of this book is about the practical applications of RRT based

teaching, the first three chapters explain Langer’s theoretical framework.  Langer’s major

contribution to RRT is her development and definition of the term, ‘envisionment,’ “the

world of understanding a person has at any given point in time.  Envisionments are text

worlds in the mind, and they differ from individual to individual”26 In this initial

definition, already many similarities to Rosenblatt can be seen, as Langer focuses on

individual readers’ experiences created by interacting with the text and, like Rosenblatt,
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does not believe in a generic reader.  Where she differs from Rosenblatt is in the time

space of her envisionment. Rosenblatt’s transaction is focused on the reading experience

before it starts and as it occurs.  Conversely, Langer defines envisionment to include: “the

understanding a student (or teacher) has about a text, whether it is being read, written,

discussed, or tested.  Such envisionments are subject to change at any time as ideas

unfold and new ideas come to mind.”27 Langer is much more explicit about the

envisionment extending beyond, and even far beyond, the reading of the last page of the

text.  This idea that the envisionment changes through classroom discussion and

educational activities matches with Langer’s desire to see this type of literacy teaching

and reading taking place in classrooms.

Unlike Rosenblatt who refutes the idea of interaction, Langer embraces either

transaction or interaction as the term for her theoretical understanding.28  She further

defines envisionment as: “not merely visual, nor is it always a language experience.

Rather, the envisionment encompasses what an individual thinks, feels, and senses –

sometimes knowingly, often tacitly, as she or he builds an understanding.”29 Most

importantly for this research, Langer clearly states that her envisionments and the

interactions and interpretations that they involve apply to all types of reading materials,

“even when we are curled up with a good mystery or reading a romance.”30  Here she

cites Janice Radway’s work on romance readers, one of the first and most important

studies on adult genre readers and the many roles that leisure reading, and reading of

socially denigrated materials, plays in the lives of readers.31  For me, this is a clear

statement that her theoretical framework can and should be applied to adult leisure

reading experiences.
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Langer’s second contribution is her further development of the idea of reader

stances.  Langer defines stances as the options available to readers as they develop their

interactions and they “result from varying interactions between a particular reader and a

particular text.”32 In agreement with Rosenblatt, she emphasizes the importance of the

individual reader and text at a unique point in time.  Both Rosenblatt and Langer use the

term ‘stance,’ but not in the same way.  For Rosenblatt, as I explained above, ‘stance’

reflects the state of mind and purpose of the reader when approaching the text and

influences whether the reading experience is likely to be more aesthetic or efferent

oriented.  Langer’s use of ‘stance’ is quite different in that she uses it to describe four

stages or types of reading experience and response, which are: Stance 1: Being out of and

stepping into an envisionment, Stance 2: Being in and moving through an envisionment,

Stance 3: Stepping out  and rethinking what one knows, and Stance 4: Stepping out and

objectifying the experience.33 These are not just about the reader as she/he approaches the

text, but describe the full extent of the reading process.  It is better to compare

Rosenblatt’s aesthetic/efferent spectrum with Langer’s stances than to compare them on

stance as the two researchers use the words so differently.

Stance 1 is the state of the reading process as the reader begins to build and step

into the envisionment.  Stance 1 is not limited to the beginning reading process, it can

occur at any time when the reader suddenly acquires new information that must be

assimilated.  Stance 1 is closely related to comprehension as it is about the search for a

general understanding and events that can cause a return to Stance 1 are those related to

comprehension, such as stumbling over unknown words or encountering a confusing

development in the plot.
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In Stance 2, the reader more fully develops the envisionments, making personal

connections, “we use personal knowledge, the text, and the context, to furnish ideas and

spark our thinking.  In this stance we are immersed in our text-worlds.”34 This is close to

Rosenblatt’s aesthetic reader, with its focus on the readers’ experience as they are reading

and are immersed in the text.  This is the place for speculation, about what things might

happen next, such as a reader enjoying a murder mystery contemplating the identity of

the murderer.

Stance 3 is unlike the others and is unique to Langer’s work. “[H]ere we use our

developing understandings, our text-worlds, in order to add to our own knowledge and

experiences.”35 This is closer to what Catherine S. Ross and I were theorizing with the

concepts of incidental information acquisition and learning from leisure reading, as

Langer uses this stance to talk about the reader’s assimilation and understanding of new

knowledge from reading, “from the text-world we are creating to what those ideas mean

for our own lives.”36 This stance is also one taking place over time and often occurs long

after the initial reading experience as the reader continues to process and contextualize

their text-world to their daily lives.  Langer acknowledges the often overlooked

importance of this stance, “its potential impact is a primary reason that we read and study

literature – to help us sort out our own lives.”37

Stance 4 is closely related to Stance 3 as it involves distancing “ourselves from

the envisionment we have developed and reflect[ing] back on it… We reflect on, analyze,

and judge them and relate them to other works and experiences.”38 This stance is most

closely related to Rosenblatt’s efferent reading because it focuses on literary analysis and

critical thinking about the text.  This is the type of reading and thinking that is often
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promoted in more traditional language arts classrooms.  Above all, this final stance of

Langer’s is the one for looking at text from a distance, and while that can occur during

the reading process, it would be only while the reader was doing efferent, not aesthetic

reading.  However, for readers who read a text aesthetically, this stance can still occur,

after the completion of the reading, as it does not have to occur during the reading

experience itself.

Just as readers can move from efferent reading to aesthetic reading, and back in

the same reading experience, readers in Langer’s theoretical stances can move from one

stance to another in a nonlinear fashion: “they can occur and recur at any time during the

reading, during later discussion or writing, and during laterreflection on the work.”39

Langer also writes about two possible ways of approaching reading that are very

much like Rosenblatt’s efferent and aesthetic reading stances, Langer uses ‘discursive’

and ‘literary,’ as her complementary terms.  Like efferent reading, Langer defines

‘discursive reading’ as an orientation that maintains a point of reference.  When

approaching a text in a discursive orientation readers immediately start looking for the

ideas or information that they can take away, and the rest of the reading experience is

focused around finding these items and answering the questions.  All of the text is

understood in this context or point of reference.  Langer’s literary reading is a close

match to Rosenblatt’s aesthetic reading, as neither requires an outward focus or an

emphasis on gathering specific information to take away from the reading, but focuses on

responding and transacting with the text during the reading process.  In a ‘literary

reading’ approach there is no steady horizon, it is always shifting as the reader develops

their envisionment over time and explores the horizon of possibilities.  Just as Rosenblatt
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argues that both efferent and aesthetic reading can occur in the same reading experience,

Langer says,

“both approaches to understanding … are essential to effective and intelligent

thinking.  Sometimes we call primarily on one, at other times, primarily on the other. In

most instances, the interplay in subtle but important ways, is adding to and enriching our

envisionments – affecting what we think, understand, tolerate and believe.”40

I think that Langer is arguing here for a more centered approach, with most

reading experiences more closely clustered to the center, incorporating both types of

reading, whereas Rosenblatt argues that both can occur, but many reading experiences

tend to be either mostly aesthetic or mostly efferent, with only some overlap.

Langer does a better job of embracing and describing the entire reading process

while still sticking to the essential elements of readers interacting (or transacting) with

individual texts as unique points in time.  However, because aesthetic reading is better

defined by Rosenblatt and is such an important element of leisure reading, the works of

both Rosenblatt and Langer will be used in the upcoming discussions of engagement and

motivation, audiobooks, and online reading.

Engaged Reading

Engaged reading and the role of motivation in reading has been primarily studied

by John T. Guthrie and Allen Wigfield, and their work provides the best definitions of

engaged reading and the role of motivation in reading.

As explained in John T. Guthrie et al. the construction of reading engagement is

the
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“Joint functioning of motivations and strategies during reading…. Engaged

readers choose to read for a variety of purposes and comprehend the materials within the

context of the situation.  Engaged readers are self determining in the sense that they elect

a wide range of literacy activities for aesthetic enjoyment, gaining knowledge, and

interacting with friends.  They are motivated to read for its own sake and these

motivations activate the self regulation of higher order strategies for learning through

literacy.”41

Guthrie et al go on to define motivations as reasons for reading and classify their

viewpoint as one that is goal oriented.42

In summary, motivation is part of engagement.  Motivations are reasons for

reading, and readers have multiple goals for reading, which can be both intrinsic and

extrinsic in terms of motivational goals.  Intrinsic motivation is based on internal and

personal desires to complete an activity.  Intrinsic reading goals can be “curiosity,

aesthetic involvement, importance of reading, challenge, social interaction, and self

efficacy.43 Extrinsic motivation is based on external desires and rewards, such as

monetary rewards.  Extrinsic reading goals (which can be held simultaneously with

intrinsic goals) include “recognition, grades, competition, compliance, and work

avoidance.” 44 Extrinsic goals for reading (to complete an assignment, for grades, or other

rewards and recognition) are not part of engaged reading and do not make for lifelong

readers.  To reach engaged reading, readers have to be more than just motivated (in some

way) to read, they must also have the volitional strategies, such as include academic self

regulation, to be able to reach their motivational goals, such as deep processing, self

monitoring and evaluation.
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Guthrie offers another view of engaged reading that focuses much more explicitly

on what it means to be an engaged reader. 45 Using a case study, Guthrie illustrates the

many components of engaged reading, from reading avidly for personal enjoyment, to

using reading to seek explanations and further information.  Guthrie’s engaged reader

reads both for leisure and for informational purposes. Guthrie dissects each of the

elements of engaged reading, starting with motivation.

“Engaged literacy learners are motivated. They want to read.”46 Once again using

motivations as reasons for reading, Guthrie explains that engaged reading includes

involvement (getting lost in a book), curiosity, social (such as sharing in a literature circle

or with like-minded peers), and that all of these lead to readers who are making

connections “between their inner experience and the outer world of books.”47

Other elements of engaged reading include conceptual understanding in which

“children read to discover important aspects of their world.”48 Children can learn from

informational books and from fictional books and can learn while reading for leisure or

while reading for a purpose.  When students are intrinsically motivated, they are more

likely to read widely and deeply in search of conceptual understanding (whether of

people or situations or the natural world), and with higher levels of comprehension.

Engaged readers use a variety of cognitive strategies, often using them so well

they have become an ingrained part of the reading process and no longer realize that they

are being used. In fact, this is the essence of strategic reading—automatic and efficient.

Strategies are never absent in engaged reading, but must be learned, and this is where

intrinsic motivation again plays a large role. New readers must be motivated enough to

do the hard work of learning and practicing these strategies.  As M. Wolff pointed out in
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Proust and the Squid, reading is a relatively late addition to the human brain and not an

activity that comes naturally.49  Motivated and engaged readers learn these strategies, and

then integrate them into their reading so that they become self-regulating strategy

users—that is they become strategic readers.   This does not mean that they learn these in

the classroom, instead many engaged readers will learn these skills on their own in order

to read more advanced texts and to become more deeply engaged with texts in areas in

which they are interested.

Last, engaged readers do not read and live alone, they become involved in literate

social activities whether conversing with peers, teachers or others (such as school or

public librarians), or at the very least have an interaction with the author, the creator of

the text with which they are engaging.  As nearly all authors have websites, blogs, or

other ways of facilitating online interactions with readers, readers are increasingly able to

become involved in social interactions around reading, and are no longer limited to the

in-person interpersonal interactions in their daily lives.  Social motivations for reading

and being involved in literate social activities are not limited to younger readers; the

incredible popularity of community wide reading events (One City, One book, or the

National Endowment for the Arts’ Big Read), and nationwide book groups (Oprah’s

Book Club) are testaments to this key aspect to engaged reading.

Engaged readers do not read solely for leisure. In fact, the reason for reading

matters little in terms of engaged reading.  Any reading activity that displays the elements

described above can be engaged reading, from private at home leisure reading, to

participating in a book group, to reading for information, such as reading articles for a

preliminary doctoral exam question.  This is the key difference between engaged reading
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and the aesthetic and efferent reading of reading response theorists, for them the purpose

to reading is key, while for engaged reading, it is about what elements are involved in the

reading process that truly matters.  The 20% of readers in Ross’ study who say they read

just to pass time, are leisure reading, but are not doing engaged reading, because they

retain little of what they read and are not engaged with the texts past a shallow and

passive reading experience.50

Engaged Reading: The Socio-Cultural View

Another view of engaged reading is a socio-cultural view, in which readers

describe being absorbed by text, deeply engaged with texts, or “lost in a book.”  This

differs from the socio-cognitive view that emphasizes strategies and motivation, and

should continue past the initial experience with the text.  This type of engaged reading is

almost always equated with leisure reading.  It is closely related to transactional theories

of reading, as this type of engaged reading almost always includes a transaction between

the text and the reader, and the reader and the text, during the reading process.  One

element that distinguishes this type of reading from socio-cognitive engaged reading is

that it does not have to last beyond the reading experience, lead to further reading, or to

discussions with others.  Readers who are deeply absorbed in a book while reading, but

two days later can’t remember the title or author are involved in this type of engaged

reading.

Transactional theory as described by Rosenblatt and Langer, and overviewed in

Lee Galda and Richard Beach’s study, is an important part of socio-cultural engaged

reading because as readers transact with the text or create and step into an envisionment

readers are doing this kind of engaged reading.51  Galda and Beach argue that it is time to
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move forward and beyond definitions limited to text, reader, and context, to more socio-

culturally situated definitions.  They suggest organizing literature instruction around

student’s issues, concerns, and dilemmas with the text and characters, as these enhance

their engagement and explore larger social, cultural, and political issues.52  Another way

to do this to contextualize characters’ actions as social practices within larger cultural

worlds, such as examining the social worlds and systems within texts.53  Finally, they

suggest having students select an issue from their current world that is inspired by the

earlier discussions of social practices and contexts, for further research and classroom

activities.  All of this allows for students to bring their own socially constructed

experiences into the classroom as they interact with teacher-selected texts, and to increase

their engagement.

Victor Nell, in Lost in a Book, has one of the best and most referenced

descriptions of this type of engaged reading and his model for ludic reading, based on

several years of psychological research with heavy readers, is one of the closest matches

to fully describing socio-cultural engaged reading.54  Nell’s main concern is with the shift

in attention of the reader upon entering the world of the book and engaging with the text.

Nell’s model is based on ludic readers who read more than one book a week and have

high reading abilities, positive expectations of the reading experience,e and their ability

to read (same as socio-cognitive requirement of self-efficacy), and have made the correct

choice in a book.   Nell’s model is also explicitly limited to fiction or narrative nonfiction

book readers, because he is concerned with the physical object of the book and the power

of story in the reading experience.
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This type of engaged reading has a long history in LIS research and publications,

such as Smith, who found that a “deep and complex relationship exists between readers

and their stories.”55  And “all readers rewrite every story they read … in other words, the

reading of a novel is as much a creative act as the writing of it.”56 B. Usherwood and J.

Toyne have conducted similar studies in which they interviewed readers and conducted

focus groups in order to determine the value of fiction reading in people’s lives.57  One of

their categories is closely related to engaged reading, which is a desire to escape into

another world, either becoming fully immersed into the other world or time in the text or

becoming actively involved with the text as readers reported “becoming characters.”58

Catherine Sheldricke Ross, a Canadian LIS professor and long-term researcher of

adult leisure readers, sums up her work in Reading Matters: What the Research Reveals

About Reading, Libraries and Community.59  She discusses this type of engaged reading

in terms of Nell’s ideas on ludic reading and in terms of her own research and interviews

with adult readers.  One outcome of her literature review, which included the works of

Nell, Pennac, and Schwartz, is the creation of seven themes about the reading experience,

one of which is “surrendering to the book” which is another way of describing engaged

reading.60  Ross continues to explore engaged reading, concluding that reading is very

personal, the connection between the book and the reader can be difficult to predict and

can change over time.  Yet that connection is how many readers create an identity from

reading.  “Readers use the text to create a story about themselves… [and] they read

themselves into the story and then read the story into their lives, which then becomes a

part of them.”61
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How do the theoretical reading experiences of Rosenblatt and Langer

compare to engaged reading?

Above, the reading experience boils down to the reason the reader came to the

text.  If they came to the text to “get lost in a book” or spend an enjoyable afternoon with

a narrative, then they are ready and able to have an aesthetic or literary reading

experience regardless of the type of texts they are choosing to read.  If they came to the

text looking for information, or to read it for a specific purpose (such as for a class or

work assignment) the reader is much more likely to have an efferent or discursive reading

experience, as the stance they bring to the reading experience is not one conducive to

aesthetic reading.  Reading for leisure is most likely to lead to aesthetic reading

experiences, as reading for a non-leisure purpose is most likely to lead to efferent reading

experiences.  However leisure reading is not exclusively or always aesthetic reading, as

some readers may read in an efferent way during leisure reading, or even enjoy efferent

reading for leisure.  One example would be a dedicated news reader who reads for

leisure, but also to take away information about national and world events.

Engaged reading can occur in both aesthetic and efferent contexts.  Engaged

reading is not limited to aesthetic reading, or leisure reading; engaged reading is a state of

mind, not a purpose for reading.  Indeed, engaged readers can engage with assigned texts,

leisure texts, or informational texts.  The readers’ state of mind, not the purpose for

reading, is what matters; because what matters is the way in which the reading is

occurring.  As long as it has many of the elements of engaged reading as described above,

it is engaged reading, regardless of whether it is an aesthetic or efferent reading

experience.  The key here is the transaction: in order for readers to transact with the text
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in the ways that Rosenblatt describes, then they must also be at least somewhat engaged

with the text, though not all the elements of engaged reading may be present.

During Langer’s four stances nearly all the elements of engaged reading occur.

This is a much closer one-to-one match, as when readers’ engage in her four stances of

responsive reading, they are also very likely to be doing engaged reading.  As Langer’s

work is much more focused on the entire reading experience, including post reading

discussion and understanding, this type of reading is very much like the engaged reading

of Guthrie and Wigfield.  It involves the key elements of social motivations and

activities, involvement, curiosity, making connections with the world, and using

cognitive strategies while reading, such as returning to stage 1 when encountering new

vocabulary words or an unexpected plot twist.  Langer’s version of Reading Response

Theory and her four stances are the best match for describing engaged reading.

Relationship Between Leisure Reading, Engaged Reading, Aesthetic

Reading, And Efferent Reading

The relationship between these four different ways of reading is complex, because

all describe and contextualize reading differently.  However, they are all related and

overlap.  One way to think of this relationship is with a figure:
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Figure 1

While centered on the aesthetic end of the spectrum, leisure reading is not

exclusive to aesthetic reading, nor does it have to be primarily an aesthetic reading

experience, although it usually is.  Leisure readers who enjoy nonfiction are more likely

to be found closer to the efferent end of the spectrum than the aesthetic end, which is why

the leisure reading circle edges into the center.

Engaged reading has a lot of overlap with leisure reading, but not all engaged

reading is leisure reading, and not all leisure reading is engaged reading. The works of

Radway, Ross, and Moyer all talk about important learning experiences that readers

gained while leisure reading.62  In all cases the readers in their studies were talking about

texts in which they became deeply involved as part of leisure reading, which resulted in

learning experiences that shaped their lives and personalities.  For these readers one

outcome of the experience of leisure reading was learning new information or gaining

important insights, and while the term engaged reading is never used in these studies,

what all the authors are describing is engaged leisure reading.  At the same time all three

authors talked to readers who rarely or never deeply connected with a text or did not feel

like they learned regularly from their leisure reading.  Many readers mentioned being

deeply engaged with only some texts.  A likely interpretation of this engagement, is that
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for many readers, only some leisure reading experiences provide them with the

opportunity for engaged reading.

Engaged reading is just as likely to occur with school or assignment-based

reading as it is with texts selected for leisure.  Because of this, engaged reading falls

closer to the efferent side of Rosenblatt’s reader response spectrum.  As engaged reading

may involve searching for additional information, critically reading and evaluating texts,

and discussing the text with others, it tends to be more on the efferent side.  However as

engaged reading also involves deep connections with the text and authors, as well as

transacting with the text, it is also influenced by aesthetic reading.  In many ways

engaged reading is in the center between efferent and aesthetic reading because it

involves elements of both.

Relationship between Aesthetic Reading and Efferent Reading and

Fiction and Nonfiction Text Reading

Before, or even as they read, according to Rosenblatt, readers must choose the

stance in which they are approaching the texts.  This may not be a conscious process, but

it also may need to be made conscious in order for readers to understand what stance they

have as they approach texts.  Here is where I argue that the readers’ purposes for reading

are particularly important.  Readers who start out with the stated goal of conducting

leisure reading are more likely to adopt an aesthetic oriented stance as they are choosing

to do the reading for the experience that it provides, not for information gathering.  They

are there to enjoy the story.  This does not mean that their reading experience cannot turn

into an efferent reading experience.  If the text is poorly written and spelling and

grammar errors abound, it may distract the reader to the point of losing the aesthetic
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experience.  Readers approaching the text solely for the purpose of gathering information

to take away are most likely to have an efferent reading experience because this is the

way in they are oriented as they begin the reading experience.  Fiction is just as likely to

elicit this state as nonfiction—the reader’s stance is not limited to a certain type of text.

Here is also where I would argue that aesthetic or efferent reading can occur with

any kind of text.  All that matters is the reader’s stance as they approach the text and the

experience they have as they transact with the text.  Because each reader is unique and

individual, it can never be said that any particular text is not worthy of efferent or

aesthetic reading, although some texts may be more likely to create efferent or aesthetic

reading experiences.  Since so much is dependent on the individual reader, I argue that

any text a reader approaches for the purpose of leisure reading can be read aesthetically,

as long as the reader transacts with the text.   Leisure reading that neither involves

transaction nor is for information gathering is neither aesthetic nor efferent and this type

of reading sometimes occur.  Readers who merely want to pass the time are those likely

to have this experience. Rosenblatt says, “Even the literary work that seems most remote,

an imagist poem or a fantasy, reveals new notes in the gamut of human experience, or

derives its quality of escape from its implicit contrast to real life.”63

The relationship between fiction and nonfiction and efferent and aesthetic reading

is a complex one because fiction and nonfiction texts cannot be matched directly to

efferent and aesthetic reading, despite the fact that they are both opposites; fiction is the

opposite of nonfiction, and efferent the opposite of aesthetic.  Fiction and nonfiction

operate along a spectrum; some fiction is completely fantastical (Harry Potter) and other

fiction is full of real places and information (good historical fiction), and nonfiction
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contains plenty of titles that have elements of fiction, such as memoirs (James Frey) or

essay collections (anything by David Sedaris).  Kenneth Shearer proposed one way to

view the world of leisure reading, place pure fiction readers on the North Pole and pure

nonfiction readers on the South Pole.64  A descriptive and illustrative metaphor, Shearer’s

world of leisure reading is helpful in understanding the differences between the two types

of texts, and it also shows that most readers live around the Equator, while few live solely

at either pole.  In the figure below I have laid the aesthetic/efferent spectrum over

Shearer’s world of leisure reading as one way of conceptualizing the relationship between

fiction and nonfiction, and efferent and aesthetic reading.

Figure 2

The efferent/aesthetic spectrum lies neither across the equator, nor the meridian,

but falls somewhere in between, showing the relationship between the two types of

reading and the two types of texts.  While fiction is more likely to be part of aesthetic
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reading (thus the northward slant), nonfiction is never left out of aesthetic reading.

Efferent reading is slanted towards nonfiction, as many readers approach nonfiction texts

as a way of gathering information, however, there are still plenty of readers who are able

to have an aesthetic experience with nonfiction. Here the entire world of leisure reading

is being described, including all the types of texts that can be part of leisure reading.

However, this does not mean that aesthetic reading is synonymous with leisure reading.

As mentioned previously, while leisure reading tends to be more aesthetically oriented it

is never exclusively aesthetic, there are plenty of readers who can have an efferent

reading experience during leisure reading if they enjoy and choose to read for

information.  The next few paragraphs explore further the relationship between types of

reading and texts for reading in leisure reading contexts, and school based contexts.

Figure 3 shows the commonly assumed relationship between texts and reading, all

fiction is clustered at the aesthetic end and all nonfiction is clustered at the efferent end.

This is incorrect and a far too simplistic way to think of these texts and types of reading.

Figure 3
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Instead there are two other ways to think of this relationship.  Figure 3 is about

the relationship of fiction and nonfiction and aesthetic and efferent reading for youth in

school who are doing in school and/or assigned reading.

Figure 4

Most of the nonfiction that students read is for content area knowledge and is thus

clustered near (but not all the way at the end of the) efferent side of the spectrum.  It is

close to the center because at times students might be able to have aesthetic reading

experiences with nonfiction, however, it is far less likely to happen with school-based

reading.  Fiction is spread along the entire spectrum because fiction reading in school is

just as likely to be efferent as aesthetic.  Here there is great variety from school to school

and even classroom to classroom.  Some teachers will emphasize reader-response

activities and experiences in their classes, others will want students to study and dissect
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the literature for themes and elements of literature.  In terms of fiction in school, much

depends on both the student’s approach to the reading and the teacher’s framing and

teaching of the texts, which is why, in school, fiction reading is found on both ends of the

spectrum with the bulk of it near the center.

In reading outside of school, leisure reading can be seen this way in Figure 4:

Figure 5

Here both fiction and nonfiction are on both sides of the spectrum, with most

readers closer to the middle.  Fiction is slanted towards, but not exclusive to, aesthetic

reading, and nonfiction is slanted towards, but not exclusive to, efferent reading.  This

figure coupled with Shearer’s world of leisure reading, which illustrates about the same

ideas, are the best ways of thinking of the interplay between efferent and aesthetic

reading, and fiction and nonfiction texts.

Audiobooks, E-books, and Online Reading

Does reading response theory and engaged reading only apply to printed

materials?  In short, no.  Just like all types of print reading can be included in aesthetic
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reading, and can be part of engaged reading, different formats do not affect the reading

experience to the point where these theories cannot be applied.  In this work I use formats

to differentiate between the three ways in which the texts are presented.  Other

researchers, particularly those in New Literacies use the term ‘modalities’ in much the

same way.  In the following section, reading response theory and engaged reading are

applied to two alternative reading formats:  e-books and e-book readers and audiobooks.

Nothing in Rosenblatt’s work or the work of other reading response theorists

limits aesthetic reading to “literature.”  Indeed, as I have argued above, all types of fiction

reading can be aesthetic reading as long as the reader is having an aesthetic reading

experience with them.  Langer is also in agreement with this point, arguing that the genre

matters little, what it is really about is the reading experience itself.

E-Book Readers and Online Reading

E-book readers like the Kindle, Nook or the Sony Reader are designed to replicate

the experience of reading a printed book.  Approximately the size, shape, and heft of a

paperback book, the text is displayed in a screen the size and shape of a printed page, and

the reader has to “turn” the page using a special button or finger touch to advance to the

next page of text.  The major difference between the printed book experience and that of

the e-book reader is that e-book readers usually provide a more accessible reading

experience; text can easily be enlarged for readers with poor vision and the lightweight

nature of the device means that it is easy to hold, especially for readers with hand

problems.  Even frequent readers can come to prefer to read from an e-book reader after

cramping their hands holding open tightly bound paperbacks or exhausting their arms

from hours of holding up enormous bug-crusher sized fantasy books.  Based on anecdotal
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evidence from readers and claims from the developers, the e-ink technology currently

used by both the Kindle and the Sony is reportedly much clearer and easier to read than

that found in many books, especially cheaply printed paperbacks with thin pages and

indistinct text.65  Users often report that the lack of backlighting eliminates the eyestrain,

which can be caused by computer based reading.

Above all, the Kindle and Sony e-book readers are designed to replicate the

printed leisure reading experience at its best, while eliminating the problems that can

curtail lengthy reading sessions.  Thus in my mind, there is no reason at all that

traditional theoretical frameworks and models of reading cannot apply to e-book reading.

In the preface to the last edition of Literature as Exploration, Rosenblatt explicitly states

in response to the idea that printed text is dying, “Even if this… were to come true, the

efferent-aesthetic continuum simply describes the two main ways in which we look at the

world, and the transactional process would still apply to transactions with whatever

media prevail.”66

While an increasingly important part of modern society, online reading is rarely

considered in terms of leisure reading, because most of the research focuses on online

information seeking or web users who browse widely, scanning, but rarely reading

deeply.  Here online reading is considered only in the ways that it differs or is similar to

e-book reading, which is the only type of online reading that is part of this project.

Online reading for leisure can take two forms.  First is reading narrative texts,

such as essays, fanfiction, chapters in books; second is postings that are part of a

community discussion for the purpose of interacting with and being a member of an

online community.  All of these activities have existed for years, but with the exception
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of some recent work on fanfiction, have largely been ignored in favor of more

information based studies of online activities.

In terms of this study of leisure reading formats, both types of online reading can

be considered but reading that consists primarily of narrative texts is of much more

interest because this type of reading is most closely related to print leisure reading, which

most often consists of narrative works. Most important to consider is for what purpose

the reader is choosing to read online rather than what or how they are reading.  As long as

the reading is for leisure then it can be considered and studied in terms of aesthetic

reading. The online reading experience can also be seen in terms of Langer’s four reading

stances because online readers are just as likely to move through each of these stances as

they read online as they would when reading a printed book.  There is also nothing to

indicate that readers cannot do engaged reading with screen-based reading.  Based on

prior experience and preferences some readers may be more or less likely to have

engaged reading experiences with online texts, but there is nothing that would make it

impossible for readers to have engaged reading.

Audiobooks

I think the only question to ask when considering audiobooks is whether reading

out loud counts as “real” reading.  Since I think that everyone would agree that reading

out loud is an important part of children learning to read, then it follows that audiobooks

are also “real” reading and that theoretical models and processes of reading that apply to

printed materials also apply to audiobooks. While logically the two formats can be argued

to be the same, this is a point of contention among reading researchers.  When

considering audiobooks the additional acts of listening comprehension must also be
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considered, as should the increased engagement audio can provide for many readers.67 I

would argue that listening is in fact “real” reading and that listeners can engage with

audiobooks in much the same way as they can engage with printed or electronic texts, so

therefore theories of engaged and motivated reading can most certainly be applied to

audiobooks.68

Nothing in Langer’s work speaks to listening as reading or to audiobooks.  In fact

I would argue since she is so clearly inclusive of all types of texts as reading and her

stances describe the reading process, her work can be applied to audiobooks, despite her

only having directly addressed printed works in her publications.  Listeners can have both

discursive and literary reading experiences and they can move through her four stances as

they listen, just as well as if they were reading a printed text.

However, Rosenblatt does address the listening experience in The Reader, the

Text, the Poem in her chapter on transactions, “The Poem as Event.”  She believes that an

essential element of the transaction, or the poem, is the reader’s recreation of the verbal

clues offered by a speaker, such as emphasis, pitch or inflection.  “Hence the reader, in

contrast to the listener, finds it necessary to construct the speaker, the author… the

persona, - as part of what he decodes from the text.”69 In an audiobook reading

experience, the listener does not have to construct these elements of the listening

experience, instead they are supplied for the listener through the offices of the

professional narrator reading the text.

The question then becomes whether or not this element of the transaction is so

crucial that without it the transaction cannot occur.  I would argue no, that in fact

Rosenblatt’s transactions can be applied to listening experiences even with this missing
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element, because while it is important, it is not the only or most important element of the

transaction.  However, this is not a view without controversy.  Many early texts recorded

for sight-impaired patrons were deliberately read without any inflections or emphases so

as not to bias the listener.  These extremely dull recordings, still used for some textbooks

and news reading, are not popular with most sight-impaired readers and are almost never

used for popular texts aimed at a mainstream audience.  The booming professional

audiobook market for children and adult listeners with high quality production and

talented narrators has also contributed to the elimination of this type of recording.

Based on these arguments I conclude that reading response theory and

engagement motivation can be applied to leisure reading, whether in print, online, on an

e-book reader, or while listening to an audiobook.  Both reading response theory and

engagement and motivation are important theoretical models to consider in studying

leisure reading, regardless of format, as they contribute many important ideas and

elements of the leisure reading experience.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

As e-books and e-book readers have become an increasingly common part of

modern society, and digital audiobooks are readily available and accessible, it becomes

increasingly important to study the possible differences between new and emerging

formats.  As many of these are aimed at the leisure reading market, it is important that

studies of e-book readers and audiobooks consider leisure reading materials as well as

educational texts.  Is the reading experience really the same when a story is enjoyed on a

Kindle or listened to on an iPod?  No previous studies have directly addressed this

question, yet there are dozens of opinion and anecdotal-based pieces being published

every month making competing claims about reading in the new and emerging formats.

Guiding Questions

To begin to answering questions about the reading experience in multiple formats,

this study focused on three areas:

1. In terms of leisure reading, can college students comprehend and

engage with texts the same way when they are presented in print, digital, and

audio formats?

2. Does their current level of reading ability affect engagement?

3. What are the characteristics of college students in terms of

reading?

Background and Role of the Researchers

Jessica Moyer is a doctoral candidate in literacy education and holds an M.S. and

a C.A.S. degree in Library and Information Science.  She has previously conducted

survey and interview based studies of adult readers, as well as having completed

advanced qualitative and quantitative research methods courses in library science,
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education, and psychology.1  An avid and lifelong reader and listener, Jessica reviews

science fiction, mysteries and audiobooks for library publications, and has published

chapters on science fiction and crime stories in multiple formats.2  She regularly teaches

workshops and professional development seminars on audiobooks, e-books and readers,

and adult and teen readers and library services.

Lauren Jackley is a senior in psychology and a member of C-Nerve, a cognitive

neuroscience group at the University of Wisconsin--Stout.  In addition to introductory

research methods courses, Lauren has studied psychophysiology and experimental

research, and worked as a research assistant with several members of the UW Stout

faculty.  After completing her B.S. in psychology Lauren will be attending graduate

school to study school psychology

Both Jessica and Lauren acted as nonparticipant observers during the

experimental and survey portions of the study.  They interacted with participants during

the one-hour time they were in the lab, explaining procedures, answering questions, and

gathering data.  Appointments for participation were made using an automated online

system.

Lauren was the first pilot test participant, then was trained to run participants

independently.  She completed several participants under Jessica’s supervision and it was

clear that she understood and was able to adhere to all research protocols.  Lauren

successfully supervised several participants in the experimental portion and conducted

both of the interviews.
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Procedures and Data Sources

Study Design

The study design (illustrated in figure 5) was developed with the assistance of

experts in social science statistics and research methods.3

Figure 6

After being randomly assigned to one of the three conditions, each participant

experiences all three texts and all three formats.  Use of the partially crossed design

allowed for counterbalancing both texts and formats that would hopefully eliminate any

time or order effects in the analysis of the results.  After each reading experience

participants complete the two measures.  The final step is a survey about the participants’

reading habits and interests, followed by debriefing.

Pilot Testing

A complete pilot test of all materials and protocols was conducted with a small

group of undergraduate psychology student volunteers and research assistant Lauren
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Jackley.  Jessica conducted the pilot test with each participant.  They were encouraged to

give verbal and written feedback throughout and at the end of the experiment, which was

then used to refine and finalize each of the instruments and the general experimental

protocols.  As the pilot was smooth and successful and only minor changes were needed

to the instruments, it was determined to move ahead and recruit participants.

Recruitment

Participants for the study were recruited through the psychology department

SONA system, which is used for all departmental research projects requiring human

subjects.  Students in several introductory psychology courses are required to participate

in 2 total hours of research before the end of the semester.  This experiment was listed in

SONA at the beginning of November, 2010.  The following was listed as a description of

the study: Print Books, Audio Books, and E-Books Study.  Participants will read and

listen to short selections and answer questions.  Jessica Moyer, Dr. Desiree Budd (site

sponsor), and Lauren Jackley are listed as the investigators.  Students from Dr. Budd’s

Psych 290 course also participated.  Jessica visited the class and described the study and

took questions from the students, after which they signed up for appointments in the

SONA system.  In return for their participation Dr. Budd was given an anonymized

selection of the data for student analysis as part of a unit on ANOVA.

Jessica created appointment times in the SONA system, each for 90 minutes.

Students self selected for this study as this was one of several options available.  Students

used their university logins to access SONA and to sign themselves up.  The researchers

then received a notification of the upcoming appointment and name of the participant.
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Selection of texts

A total of three individual novels were needed for the experimental portion of the

project.  They needed to be similar enough to be comparable, but unique enough to

preclude previous knowledge effects in the comprehension measures.  They also needed

to be typical of leisure reading texts, so that the experimental results could be

generalized.  The first step in this process was to choose a genre, in this case mysteries

and thrillers were selected as this is one of the most popular genres, and unlike romance

or science fiction, does not tend to be more popular with one sex than another.4

Mysteries were also selected because of the variety of subgenres which would allow for

similar yet comparable titles to be selected.

As one of the major requirements of the study is an audiobook component, this

became the next step in the process.  Audiobooks in tape, CD, and digital formats were

all considered, but eventually discarded in favor a new technology, the Playaway.

Playaways are small mp3 players that are preloaded with a single title.5  Designed for

library sales, these devices are easy for patrons to use and eliminate the technology

element needed for other audiobook media.  An additional factor in deciding to use these

was the individual nature of the devices and their ease of use, which would eliminate

several sources of error that could be possible with digital audio files that were accessed

on a regular mp3 player, or a computer.  Findaway World, the owner and developer of

the Playaway deice, agreed to donate any Playaways that were needed for this project,

eliminating the need to purchase or borrow any additional equipment.

Findaway World supplied a complete list of the Playaway catalog in a searchable

spreadsheet with information fields that included author, title, narrator, genre, and length
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of complete audio.  Because it was important that the listening experience be of the

highest quality, it was decided that only titles recorded by narrators who had won lifetime

achievement awards from Audiofile Magazine would be used.6  After limiting to these

narrators and to the mystery genre, a list of titles was generated.  After eliminating new

and/or bestselling titles that the research participants might be familiar with, and ensuring

that all titles had corresponding in print paper books, five titles were selected that

represented male and female narrators and five of the major subgenres of mysteries and

thrillers.  The Millionaires by Brad Meltzer is a legal thriller, with the audio version read

by Scott Brick.7  The Spy Who Came in From the Cold is a spy thriller by John Le Carre

and the audio is read by Frank Muller.8  The third title was Dogs of Riga by Henning

Mankell, read by Dick Hill, a Swedish police procedural.9  Diane Mott Davidson’s

Fatally Flaky, as read by Barbara Rosenblatt was the fourth title, which is a cozy

featuring an amateur sleuth.10  The final title on the shortlist was Bloodwork by Michael

Connelly, read by Scott Brick, a thriller featuring a retired private investigator.11

As only the beginning of each audio would be used in the experiment, it was

important to choose pieces that were easy to understand from the first sentence.  After

receiving Playaways of all five titles, I listened carefully to each one, assessing the audio

quality and comprehensiveness. The Spy Who Came in From the Cold was eliminated

because it was difficult to grasp what was going on in a short time period.

Readability

The next step was to determine the readability of each of the four remaining titles

to be sure that they would be comparable when measuring participants comprehension

across formats.  To test readability the first 250 words of each title were entered into a
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Word document and saved as a txt file allowing it to be analyzed using several different

comprehension measures.

Lexile, a propriatery format owned by MetaMetrics, is commonly used in schools.

Educators enter text on the Lexile Analyzer website and a lexile level is then generated.12

Each of the four texts were entered into the Lexile Analyzer.  The text files were then

analyzed using a software package, Readability Calculations, version 7.0 that tested the

passages using several other well known readability tests.

Table 1

Blo

odwork

Million

aires

Dogs of

Riga

Fatally

Flaky

Flesch

Reading Ease (1 to

100 scale)

82 82 84 70

Flesch Grade

Level

5.0 4.1 3.7 6.2

FOG 9.0 7.3 7.0 8.0

SMOG 8.5 8.0 8.1 8.6

FORCAST 8.1 8.7 8.5 10.3

LEXILE 970 610 610 840
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Eventually Millionaires was eliminated due to a combination of strong language

that might bother some participants and readability levels that were comparable to other,

more appropriate texts.

The remaining titles to be used in the experiment included one female narrator,

two male narrators, and the subgenres of police, amateur cozy, and private investigator

thriller.

Data Sources

Comprehension measures, an engagement and interest measure, a background

knowledge questionnaire, and a general reading survey were all used to collect data.

Comprehension Measure

As none of the selected texts had standardized reading passages or tests associated

with them, it was determined that the next best option would be to design a

comprehension measure for each text.  The Content Reading Inventory (CRI) is

commonly used by classroom teachers to assess comprehension of assigned texts which

lack formalized measures.13  The CRI measures literal, inferential, and vocabulary

comprehension and is considered a valid between subjects measure when it is properly

constructed and tested.  Although a standard CRI requires only 250 words of text and

nine items, for best results we developed a measure based on the entire four to six page

reading passage (approximately ten minutes of listening time), with 15 totals items, five

in each category.

The measure was developed by the researchers who carefully read each passage

and then developed at least seven items for each comprehension area for each text.  The
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two researchers then compared their questions and selected seven to eight of the best

queries for the participants.  These questions were then used in the pilot study and a final

set of five questions per category were selected based on feedback and scores from the

pilot test, making for three unique measures.

The CRIs were developed to answer question one: is there is a difference in

comprehension across formats?  While it was possible that there might be a difference in

comprehension between texts (based on textual and reader differences), it is not known if

different formats also affect comprehension.

During the experimental portion each participant completed a CRI for each of the

three texts, immediately after experiencing each title.

Interest and Engagement Measure

Unlike the CRIs, which were unique to each text, the same Interest Inventory was

used for all three texts as it contained only content neutral questions.  This measure

attempted to gauge participants’ interest and engagement with the text, making between

subjects and formats comparisons possible.  The Interest Inventory consisted of five

items using a Likert scale.  Responses ranged from 1 (I strongly agree) to 5 (I strongly

disagree) and included questions about whether or not the participant enjoyed the text and

would be interested in reading more of it.  The questions were based on the researcher’s

extensive knowledge of readers’ advisory and genre fiction and the study completed by

Grimshaw, et al.14

This measure was designed to answer question two: is there is a difference in

interest and engagement across formats?  It was known that there would likely be interest

and engagement differences across texts (reading can be influenced by personal
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preferences) but not known if the format in which the text was experienced could

influence interest and engagement.

During the experimental portion participants completed the Interest measure three

times, once after experiencing each title.

Reading Survey

The reading survey is a series of multiple choice questions with space for

comments developed by the researcher and based on previous surveys.15

The reading survey was designed to answer several questions and was divided

into three general areas.  See Appendix E for the complete questionnaire. The first area

asks for demographic information (age and sex). The second queries format experience

and preferences and the last focuses on general reading habits and interest.  Part two

questions include information about each participant’s experience with and opinions of

audiobooks, ebooks, and ebook readers.  Part three was based almost entirely on a portion

of the survey used in “Learning from Leisure Reading,” as it had proved to be easy to

understand and fill out and provided valuable data about the participants.  This focused

on questions about what and how often participants generally read.  This measure was

designed to answer the third research question: what are the habits and characteristics of

college students in terms of reading?

Experimental Protocols

Cards with the numbers and group assignments 101-120 (A), 121-140 (B) 141-

160 (C), and 201-204 (A), 211-214 (B), and 221-224 (C) were created and placed in a

small box.  Envelopes with all the materials and instruments for each participant were
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created and numbered using the same scheme.  In preparation for each session, one card

was randomly drawn from the box.  This unique number was then assigned to the

participant and the matching envelope containing all the materials was selected.  All the

materials in each envelope were also labeled with the participant number in case any

pieces were separated.

The following figure shows the order of titles and formats for each group

Figure 6

Group A Print Audio Kindle

n = 23 Dogs of Riga Bloodwork Fatally

Flaky

Group B Audio Kindle Print

n = 23 Fatally

Flaky

Dogs of Riga Bloodwork

Group C Kindle Print Audio

n = 23 Bloodwork Fatally

Flaky

Dogs of Riga

Each participant was welcomed to the lab and asked to sit at one of the two desks

(separated by a screen).  They were then given the consent forms and asked to read over

and fill them out and ask any questions they had about the study.  The following checklist

is a list of all the steps used for a participant in the A group after all the consent forms
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had been signed.  Participants in the B or C group received their formats in a different

order as reflected in the table above.

1. Background survey

2. Reading 1 Book

3. Interest inventory and CRI (these were stapled together with the Interest

Inventory on top)

4. Reading 2 Audio

a. Show how Playaway works, start/stop buttons, volume controls

b. Remind how long to listen (until the end of chapter 1)

5. Interest inventory and CRI (these were stapled together with the Interest

Inventory on top)

6. Reading 3 Kindle

a. Show how Kindle works – page turns, dictionary access

7. Interest inventory and CRI (these were stapled together with the Interest

Inventory on top)

8. Reading survey

9. Debrief – review purpose of study, answer questions

All participants from the Participant Pool were female, four male students from

the Psych 290 class participated, but their data will not be used in final analysis.

However, the male participants were treated identically to the female participants,

including being randomly assigned a participant number.  A total of 72 students

participated in and completed all experimental procedures.
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Results

As described in the previous chapter, the methodology for the experiment and

survey was deployed at the research site, UW Stout.  All students who were required to

participate in a research project for a psychology course were eligible to participate in

this study.  Students self-selected participation by choosing the study in which they

wanted to participate.  This study was one of several options available.  Research

participation is required for all students taking introductory psychology courses and is

optional for several advanced courses.  A total of 72 students signed up and completed

the experiment and survey. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups.

Experimental Results

The first step in analyzing the experimental data was to remove the data for the

four male participants, and two females for a total of 66 participants.  The two female

participants were removed from the experimental data because they were accidentally

given materials in the wrong format and order for their assigned group.

Group A n = 23

Group B n = 22

Group C n = 21

Two repeated measures, ANOVA tests, were run using the SPSS statistical

package to check for time and order effects.  On both dependent measures, the

comprehension test and the interest measure, there were no significant effects.  The test

for comprehension was non-significant (p = .476) and the test for interest was also non-

significant (p=.927).  Due to the non-significant time effect for comprehension and

interest, a simple ANOVA test of between subjects results using the independent variable
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of format.  The alternative would be a more complex ANOVA that would reflect the

partially crossed nature of the design and would require the use of the more advanced

statistical program R.  Because of the non-significance of the repeated measures ANOVA

it was possible to treat each variable independently, thus allowing for a one way ANOVA

with three levels of formats to check for main and interaction effects on the dependent

measures of comprehension and interest.  Because current reading ability is a known

factor in reading comprehension and interest, all analyses were initially run as a one-way

ANCOVA using ACT Read scores as a covariate.1

Comprehension

Comprehension was measured using the scores from the CRIs for each text and

participant as described in Chapter 4.  The ANCOVA test used ACT Read sub-scores as

the covariate.
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Table 2: ANCOVA Comprehension

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: CRI

Source
Type III Sum
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 55.191a 9 6.132 2.913 .003
Intercept 794.738 1 794.738 377.540 .000
ACT 6.458 1 6.458 3.068 .082
Text 27.082 2 13.541 6.433 .002
Format 3.594 2 1.797 .854 .428
Text * Format 18.629 4 4.657 2.212 .070
Error 313.652 149 2.105
Total 27110.000 159
Corrected Total 368.843 158

a. R Squared = .150 (Adjusted R Squared = .098)

As can be viewed above, Table 2 ACT Read score as a covariate was not

significant (p = .082).  As a result, the analysis was repeated as a one-way ANOVA.

After it was found that the R2 was actually higher in the ANOVA test, this test was used

as the basis for reporting and analyzing all results.
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Table 3 ANOVA Comprehension

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: CRI

Source
Type III Sum
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 73.689a 8 9.211 4.154 .000
Intercept 32816.254 1 32816.254 14799.615 .000
Format 2.120 2 1.060 .478 .621
Text 41.855 2 20.928 9.438 .000
Format * Text 29.907 4 7.477 3.372 .011
Error 419.083 189 2.217
Total 33411.000 198
Corrected Total 492.773 197

a. R Squared = .150 (Adjusted R Squared = .114)

There was no significant effect for format on comprehension (p = .621), but text

does significantly affect comprehension (p < .001), which is not surprising as there are

known differences between the individual texts.  While the readability measures and

analysis of the texts as reported in Chapter 4 found the texts to be similar enough for

comparison, they were not identical.  Additionally, the content for each text was

purposefully different so to eliminate order effects, yet were still similar enough for

comparison (see previous chapter for details on text selection).

There was also a significant interaction between text and format (p = .011), using

an alpha level of p < .05.  The R2 for the comprehension ANOVA is .15, which is an

indicator of the amount of variance accounted for in the model.

The effect of format on comprehension results are graphed below using the

standard deviation scores.
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Figure 7

Interest

Interest was measured using the Interest Inventory score for each text and

participant, as discussed in Chapter 4.   Initially the Interest measure was tested using an

ANCOVA model with ACT reading sub-score as covariate, just as with Comprehension.
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Table 4 ANCOVA Interest

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable:II

Source
Type III Sum
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 451.199a 9 50.133 3.269 .001
Intercept 1008.409 1 1008.409 65.763 .000
ACT .743 1 .743 .048 .826
Text 316.528 2 158.264 10.321 .000
Format 1.161 2 .581 .038 .963
Text * Format 134.906 4 33.727 2.199 .072
Error 2284.775 149 15.334
Total 29555.000 159
Corrected Total 2735.975 158
a. R Squared = .165 (Adjusted R Squared = .114)

The test of Interest in the ANCOVA model is significant (p = .001) but ACT as a

covariate was not significant (p = .762), replicating the Comprehension measure results.

The analysis was then repeated as a one-way ANOVA.  After it was found that the R2

was actually higher in the ANOVA test, this test was used as the basis for reporting and

analyzing all results
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Table 5 ANOVA Interest

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable:II

Source
Type III Sum
of Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 549.202a 8 68.650 4.921 .000
Intercept 33431.556 1 33431.556 2396.302 .000
Format .752 2 .376 .027 .973
Text 423.137 2 211.569 15.165 .000
Format * Text 132.532 4 33.133 2.375 .054
Error 2636.798 189 13.951
Total 36648.000 198
Corrected Total 3186.000 197

As illustrated in Table 5, there was no significant format effect (p = .973, but a

significant text effect (p < .001). The format in which they received the text did not

significantly predict their level of interest. Participants were as likely to have a high or

low interest score on the same texts regardless of the format.  In other words, if they

disliked Fatally Flaky in print, they were just as likely to dislike the audio and e-book

versions. What matters here is that interest in the text was not affected by the format in

which it was presented.

The interaction between text and format in terms of interest is not significant (p =

.054), indicating once again that format did not affect participants’ interest in a text.

However, as this is very close to the alpha of .05, it indicates that a larger sample size of

different population might make this a significant interaction.

The R2 for this ANOVA is .172, which is another indication of the complexity of

measuring individual reader interest and engagement with a text.

The effect of interest on format results are graphed below using the standard

deviation scores, which clearly illustrate the lack of effect of format on interest in text.
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Figure 8

Correlations

It is important to test for correlations as the previous research indicates

relationships between interest and comprehension.  As part of the ANOVA test the

Pearson correlations were computed between interest and comprehension, and found to

be significant (r=.243, p=.01.)   This matches with the theoretical framework of

motivation and engagement which argues higher level comprehension can’t be measured

without considering multiple variables of participants’ interest, engagement, and

motivation.
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Survey Data

The last part of the experimental research was a survey on reading habits,

interests, and experience with various formats.  This was designed to answer question

three, “What are the characteristics of college students in terms of reading?”  The results

included both quantitative data and qualitative data from the many written in comments.

Demographics

Participants were female college students between the ages of 18 and 29.

Table 6

Ages Totals

18 22

19 10

20 16

21 7

22-29 11

Previous Experience

Few participants had previous experience with either e-books or e-book readers.

Only five participants had been exposed to an e-book reader (usually belonging to a

family member).  E-book use was slightly higher, for 10 of the 68 participants, which

may be due to the e-book collections available at the university library.  Students at this

location have access to laptops (all students are assigned a university-owned laptop upon

matriculation), and observation of participants showed that most had smart-phones,
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which clearly played an important role in their lives, which matches the results that

showed if they read e-books it was mostly likely on a laptop or phone.

Experience with audiobooks was much higher (see Figure 8).  Participants who

had listened used a variety of formats, including tapes, CDs, digital files on MP3 players

(or smart-phones).  None of the participants had used a Playaway prior to participating in

this study.

Figure 9
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Format Preference

“When I have time for leisure reading my preferred format is: Please rank, 1

favorite, 2 okay, 3 least favorite”

Print was by far the most popular choice, and e-books were a solid second choice.

Audio was the least favored format.

Figure 10
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Figure 11
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Figure 12

A second format question found that this was a consistent result, with a very

strong preference for print (91%), and a few participants who preferred to read online or

with an e-book reader.  This strong preference may be due to their limited exposure to e-

books and e-book reading, and/or a preference for what they know and are used to using.

“When I am ready to read (not for school or work) I prefer to:”
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Figure 13

Computer       Ebook Reader    Print     Audio      Other

The other (one participant) noted that she has a Kindle which she enjoys reading

while at school or on vacation, but when at home she prefers to read print books.

Another participant who owns a Kindle noted: “I love how my Kindle allows me many

titles in one (small) location but I truly prefer the experience of a print copy (feel, smell,

etc).”

Despite these strong preferences, many participants made spontaneous comments

or left written notes about how much they enjoyed using the Kindle, such as:

“Interesting,” “I like it,” “Might consider buying one in the future,” “really cool!” “I
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enjoyed using the e-book for my first time, I would love to use one again” and “I liked

using an e-book more than I thought I would.”  Several participants singled out the

dictionary feature as their favorite feature.

Reading habits

Study participants represented a range of readers.  Participants ranged from

spending several hours a day reading, to not reading at all.

Study participants represented a range of readers.  Participants ranged from

spending several hours a day reading, to not reading at all.

Figure 14
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Eight of the nine participants who used audiobooks were occasional listeners (one

to three hours a month).  Only one listened for a few hours each week.   The rest of the

participants did not do any regular listening.

Are you a reader?

This question asked participants to self-identify as a reader, and provided some of

the most interesting qualitative and quantitative data.  26 participants self-identified as

readers, 13 considered themselves not to be readers, while the majority (29) answered

“maybe,” and provided illuminating comments.

Figure 15
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Most of the “maybe” group indicated that they enjoyed reading and would like to

do it more.  The most common reason for limited reading was a lack of time, due to

school and work obligations.  Some example comments: “I love to read but I've found in

college that I never get free time to read for fun” or “I like to read, but I don't really have

time.”  Several of these respondents indicated that they do read during breaks. “I read a

lot in the winter and the summer” and “I read more in the summer compared to during the

school year.” Others noted that they have a hard time finding materials that they really

enjoy.  “I do it when I have time and find good books.  I like to read but finding

something that keeps me interested is difficult,” and “I need to find the right materials in

order to hold my interests.”

Type of Reader

I would describe myself as: (This can include any type of reading.)

1: A heavy reader or listener (more than 3 books a week)

2: A frequent reader or listener (1-3 books a week)

3: A moderate reader or listener (2-4 books a month)

4: Occasional reader or listener (less than 2 books a month)
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Figure 16

Genres

Participants were asked to rate their interest in each of the following genres:

crime, fantasy, historical, literary, religious, romance, science fiction and

suspense/thriller, on a 1 (I love it) to 5 (I hate it) scale.
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Table 7

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
crime 69 1 5 2.01 1.105
fantasy 69 1 5 2.59 1.332
historical 69 1 5 3.35 1.370
literary 69 1 5 3.20 .901
religious 69 1 5 3.04 1.206
romance 68 1 5 1.94 .991
SF 69 1 5 3.41 1.240
Suspense 69 1 5 1.87 1.136

Suspense, romance, and crime were the most popular.  Historical, literary, and

science fiction were the least popular.

Correlations between genres were also explored, with some interesting results.

There is a significant (p = .002) negative correlation between romance and science fiction

(-.366), as well as between religious and crime (p = .01) at -.31 and religious and

suspense (p = .002) at -.371.  Science fiction is positively correlated with several areas:

Literary (p = .002) is .372, Historical (p = .005) is .331 and fantasy (p < .001) at .466.

The strongest correlation can be found between Suspense/Thriller and Crime (p < .001) at

.693.

                                                  
Notes

1 When available.  Only 53 of the 66 participants had current ACT scores on file with the
UW Stout Admissions office.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion

Experimental Results

The first research question was,  “Can college-age students comprehend and

engage with texts in the same way if they are presented in multiple formats including

print book, e-book and audiobook. “ The strong, unambiguous results from the

experimental data clearly answers the first research question.  Comprehension is not

significantly affected when leisure reading materials are presented in the different

formats of print book, e-book, or audio.  Interest and engagement with texts is also not

significantly affected when participants were presented with text in multiple formats.

They were significant differences in comprehension and interest across the three texts,

but these were to be expected because of the individual differences between the texts that

were used.  The fact that these differences did not carry over to the various formats is

what makes this result so significant.  In other words, if participants found a text more

difficult to comprehend in print, they were equally as likely to find that text difficult to

comprehend in audio or e-book formats.  This was the same for interest – Fatally Flaky

had the lowest levels of engagement in all three formats; regardless of whether they read

the text in a book, on a reader, or listened to it, participants still did not like it very much.

The second question, “Does their current reading ability affect participants’

comprehension or engagement when materials are presented in print book, e-book, and

audiobook formats?” was answered using ACT Reading subscores as the measure of

current reading ability, and analyzed as a covariate.  The ACT scores showed no effects

for comprehension or interest measures in terms of format.  This may be due to the
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limited sample size as ACT scores were only available for 53 of the 66 participants, or it

may be due to the reading level of the materials presented.  All three of the texts used in

this project were deliberately chosen to be representative of leisure reading materials and

thus have reading levels between 6th and 8th grade, as compared to the college level

reading materials presented in the ACT.  Like most adult leisure reading materials these

books had reading levels between 5th and 8th grade, which should be easily comprehended

by college students.

The significant but modest correlation between comprehension and interest is

compatible with the theoretical framework of motivation and engagement, which argues

that higher level comprehension can’t be validly measured without considering the

constructs of interest, engagement and motivation

Because this project clearly shows that the format in which the materials are

presented does not effect interest or comprehension, libraries, schools and colleges

should not hesitate in adopting audiobooks and e-books, particularly for leisure or

independent reading assignments.  Students should be allowed and even encouraged to

read in the format that is most comfortable and accessible for them, and all reading

materials should be made available in all three formats.

Survey Data

Question 3 asks, “What reading habits or preferences characterize college age

students?” is fully answered in the survey data results.  With a variety of participants

between the ages of 18 and 29, a wide range of reading habits, interests and experiences

was represented.  Experience with e-books and e-book readers was extremely limited,

which may be one reason for the strong emphasis on printed texts as the preferred format.
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With increased exposure and experience with e-books, and in particular dedicated e-ink

based e-books, I think it is likely that the preference for print will gradually erode as

more and more readers come to prefer to many benefits and affordances of e-book

readers.   This conclusion is reinforced by the many positive comments that participants

made after using the Kindle e-book reader for the first time.

Most participants had previously listened to an audiobook, but few selected audio

as their preferred or second choice format.  This indicates that only a small minority of

the population may be dedicated listeners, and further research on audiobooks should

attempt to target populations that already enjoy and regularly listen to leisure reading

materials in audiobook formats.

Participants read and enjoyed a variety of genres, and while some were less

popular than others, none of the scores were so skewed as to indicate that any particular

genre is not generally accepted in this population.  Instead the range of responses is

similar to other work on adult reading interests, finding that readers enjoy a wide variety

of materials and that there is a great deal of individual variation in genre preferences.  For

this study the fact that crime and suspense were the most popular vindicates the choice of

using crime fiction as the genre for all three of the selected texts as nearly all participants

indicated that they were at least okay with reading this type of material.  The high

popularly of romance is likely a result of all the participants being female, as romance

fiction has a much higher readership of female than male readers.  The ratings for genres

are one area that might differ significantly if this study were to be replicated with male

readers.
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While this is only a small sample, the fact that the science fiction and fantasy

rating were only modestly correlated and not much higher than the correlation between

science fiction and literary fiction, and not nearly as strong as the correlation between

crime and suspense/thrillers, is one more piece of evidence that science fiction and

fantasy should not be considered the same genre, nor should they be shelved together if

collections are separated by genres.

The amount of time that participants spent reading ranged widely and was

normally distributed with most participants reading for a few hours a week.  Most

considered themselves occasional readers reading two or fewer books per month.  The

many explanatory comments about school and work commitments reducing reading time

indicate that this population is generally positive about reading, but may lack the time,

motivation, or easy access to engaging materials.  This result is echoed in the question,

“Are you a reader?” in which the majority responded “maybe.”  Only 13 of the 68

participants did not think of themselves as readers, which compared to the general

population indicates that with at least this particular group of college students, most value

and have positive inclinations towards reading as a leisure activity.

Further Research

While this research answers the research questions, it also brings up many more

areas that should be explored.  Since there are known sex differences in reading interest,

comprehension, and material selection, this is an area that should be studied immediately

by replicating this study using male college students.  It should also be explored whether

these results continue to hold true for both older and younger readers, as well as this same

age group as they get older and e-reading technologies become even more prevalent.
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The issue of prior reading ability and its effect on comprehension and interest

with leisure reading materials in multiple formats is one that needs to continue to be

explored, and the differences between struggling and on-grade level readers would be of

particular interest.  The affordances that new reading technologies like the iPad offer also

deserve exploration, both as a way to engage struggling or reluctant readers, and a way to

integrate new materials into leisure reading or curriculum collections.  What exactly will

it mean to read and use an enhanced e-book?  Some reading materials, like magazines or

graphic novels may best be experienced on a full color and interactive device like the

iPad, while more traditional narrative titles may not translate as well. Differences in

format preferences for long and short form reading, and long and short reading times is

another possible area of exploration.

Lastly the results make it clear that listening to audiobooks is not something that

is enjoyed by a majority of this population.  Whether it is a function of this particular

group or a feature of all college age students should be further explored.  Further study of

reader interactions and experiences with audio formats may best be studied by using

participants who already identify as listeners.

Conclusions

With reader experiences being essentially the same across print, e-book, and

audio formats, downloadable audiobook and e-book collections should no longer be

considered an optional service for any type of library.  It is critically important that

libraries start to provide these collections in order to reach out to the thousands of readers

who are rapidly converting to e-book reading.  If library materials are not available to

them now, they will not look to the library in the future to provide their leisure material
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reading needs.  This is especially important for libraries serving youth populations as

entire generations of children will soon (if not already) be arriving in the library used to

only reading e-books, whether on their parents iPhones and iPads, or even school

assigned iPads.1

Finally, researchers and governmental agencies need to modernize their definition

of reading to account for the emergence of new formats.  As long as funding agencies are

using traditional print and narrative based definitions, it will be impossible for

researchers to conduct research that truly defines the new ways of reading that will

continue to emerge along with new advances in technology.  In the less than 18 months

that tablet computers have existed, not only have millions sold, but reading is one of the

most popular activities, and books (especially for children) some of the most popular

apps.  More importantly, definitions of reading that do not embrace these changes keep

schools and teachers from experimenting and using materials that exploit these new

formats.

                                                  
Notes

1 Chris Matyszczyk, “School’s Supe: iPad More Important than a Book,”
http://news.cnet.com/8301-17852_3-20052512-71.html.
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Appendix A: Blood work

Inferential:

1. Why did McCaleb dismiss his annoyance to the woman standing in his boat?

a. He was curious about her

b. He thought he could get money out of her

c. He thought he recognized her as his long lost sister

d. He wanted to sell her his first catch of the day

2. Why do you think McCaleb feel déjà vu when he got up close to the women?

a. He knew it was his twin sister that run away twenty-five years ago

b. He saw her picture in a magazine

c. He thought she was beautiful, so much so he wanted to recognize her

d. He only met her once at the Catalina Gold Cup

3. Why do you think Graciela wanted to hire McCaleb as a private investigator

a. She wants to find someone she knows who went missing

b. She just wants to flirt with him

c. She doesn’t know what else to do with her free time

d. She wants to get revenge on him because he broke her heart in high school

4. Why do you think McCaleb is no longer working as a private investigator?
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a. He got bored of the tedious tasks involved such as paperwork

b. He never felt a real passion for the job

c. He has enough money to retire and it’s a risky job that he doesn’t want

to indulge in anymore

d. He wants to go into a different field of work

5. Why do you think McCaleb said he could recommend Graciela to a different private

investigator who won’t rip her off?

a. He wanted to let her down easy

b. There are a lot of corrupt private investigators

c. She seemed to need a private investigator

d. All of the above

Literal:

1. What was McCaleb wearing when he met the woman?

a. A light green polo and shorts

b. A flannel button down and tailored jeans

c. A baseball cap, v-neck tee and running pants

d. A t-shirt and ripped jeans that were spattered with stains

2. What song was McCaleb listening to when he approached the woman?

a. “Bye, Bye, Bye” by Nsync
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b. “I ain’t superstitious” by Howlin’ Wolf

c. “Rock the Casbah” by The Clash

d. “Hung Up” by Madonna

3. Who is Graciela Rivers?

a. The woman on McCaleb’s boat

b. McCaleb’s florist

c.  A famous western singer McCaleb loves

d. An old girlfriend of McCaleb

4. What was McCaleb’s old job profession?

a. An artist

b. An accountant

c. A private investigator

d. A farmer

5. Where did Graciela hear of McCaleb?

a. A friend

b. On the TV

c. The internet

d. The newspaper
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Vocabulary:

1. What is the definition of taut when used in the context, “McCaleb couldn’t see her

feet yet but he guessed by the taut lines of the muscles he saw in her brown legs that

she wasn’t wearing boat shoes?”

a. Decaying or deteriorating

b. Having no give or slack

c. Tend to meet or come together

d. To draw a line around

2. What is the meaning of reprimand in the context, “She ignored the reprimand and

went on?”

a. Make shiny by rubbing

b. To surrender unconditionally

c. Thicken; congeal

d. A severe or formal criticism for a fault

3. What does bilge mean in the sentence, “He pointed to the open bilge hatch that she

was lucky not to have fallen into?”

a. The part of the underwater body of a ship between the flat of the

bottom and the vertical topsides

b. Grain storage bin

c. Card game
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d. Place where two roads cross

4. What does pang mean in the sentence, “She didn’t say anything and he felt a pang of

sympathy for her”

a. Lack of feeling or emotion

b. A sharp attack of mental anguish

c. Being pleasant and at ease in talking to others

d. Characterized by ease and friendliness

5. What does stern mean in the context, “He stepped over to the stern gunwale, picked

up the sunglasses he had forgotten to take on his walk?”

a. The rear end of a boat

b. Expressive of severe displeasure

c. Forbidding or gloomy in appearance

d. Having a definite hardness or severity of nature or manner
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Appendix B: Dogs of Riga

Dogs of Riga

Inferential:

1. Why did Kurt Wallander have such small patience with Martinsson?

a. Martinsson always asked him dumb questions

b. Martinsson was newer to the police force

c. Martinsson reminded Wallander of his old partner

d. Martinsson always mocked Wallander

2. Why did Wallander’s thoughts immediately turn to his old friend Rydberg

after he had started his car?

a. He was in a comfortable environment where he could easily

reminisce

b. He was reminded of the fatal shot Rydberg had took in the head while

driving in his car

c. Rydberg had died on a snowy evening

d. Rydberg had driven around with him often in his vehicle before he

passed

3. Why does Wallander not believe he can manage without Rydberg solving

difficult cases even though Wallander is plenty experienced?
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a. He probably misses the old companionship and leadership

Rydberg would take when they worked together

b. He doesn’t like having to do things himself, he’d rather have someone

else figure it out for him

c. He doesn’t believe he is very intelligent

d. He wants Martinsson to take over

4. Why does Wallander call his dad every day?

a. He likes to remind his father how horrible he treated him as a child

b. He wants money from him

c. He likes to cry on the phone to his father about his depressing

experiences on the police force

d. He loves his father and wants to make sure he is alright

5. Why did Martinsson seem to believe the man called about the dead bodies

being washed up?

a. Martinsson seemed to have a gut feeling about this one

b. Martinsson is gullible

c. He believes in horoscopes and he read something like this would

happen in his horoscope that week
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d.  Martinsson is still looking for his son who disappeared three years

ago and he goes with every lead that comes his way

Literal:

1. Who is Martinsson?

a. One of the younger officers

b. Kurt’s younger brother

c. A new member in the bowling league

d. A pedestrian who was run over

2. What pain was excruciating for Kurt Wallander?

a. Biting his tongue

b. Swallowing chew spit out of a soda bottle on accident

c. Stubbing his big toe

d. Locking his muscles under his chin after a huge yawn

3. What did the man from the anonymous phone call claim would be washed up

near the police station?

a. Gingerbread men

b. Rubber life-raft containing two dead bodies

c. Roses in a white box
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d. A bottle with a note inside dating back to the 1800s

4. Why can’t the police track the number from the mysterious lead?

a. He called from a phone box

b. He is an alien

c. He is an undercover FBI agent that has a gadget so his calls can’t be

traced

d. He didn’t call the cops, he left a note

5. Who is Rydberg?

a. A guy in the mafia

b. The postman

c. An old friend and colleague of Wallander

d. The murder suspect

Vocabulary:

1. What does besiege mean in the context of the story when it stated, “The town

was deserted, as if people were preparing to be besieged by the approaching

snowstorm?”

a. To comply or give in

b. To surround with armed forces
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c. To be perplexed or confused

d. To renounce an oath

2. What does subsided mean in the phrase, “Wallander continued to massage his

jaw until the pain subsided?”

a. To send forth new growth

b. To become less

c. To grow and expand rapidly

d. Foreboding or foreshadowing evil

3. What does anonymous mean when used in the phrase, “But we can’t start a

search based on nothing more than an anonymous telephone call?”

a. Hostile feeling or attitude

b. Abnormal or irregular

c. Aversion or dislike

d. Not named or identified

4. What does excruciating mean in the statement, “The pain was excruciating?”

a. To inflict intense pain on: torture

b. A state of being beyond reason and self-control
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c. A state of overwhelming emotion; especially : rapturous delight

d. A mystic or prophetic trance

5. What does hoax mean in the story, “Sometimes you can hear straight away

that it’s a hoax?”

a. Unstained purity

b. To trick into believing or accepting as genuine something false

c. Freedom from prejudice or malice

d. Unreserved, honest, or sincere expression
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Appendix C: Fatally Flaky

Inferential:

1. Why is Billie a flake?

a. She didn’t show up for her own wedding

b. She stiffed the waitress

c. She left her mother stranded in Denver

d. She was never on time for meetings with her caterer

2. Why do you think the caterer couldn’t make it through these weddings

without being married?

a. It would be too much to handle emotionally without having her

own lover to go home to

b. She would try and get with the groom

c. There would be no comic relief

d. She always hated weddings

3. Why is the main character the only caterer in Aspen Meadow, Colorado

a. The town is too small to have another caterer

b. If someone wants a bigger celebration they can drive to Denver

c. She offers a cheaper catering service than in Denver
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d. All of the above

4. Why do you believe the caterer is comparing the price of a wedding to being

able to buy a house?

a. She believes in being stingy

b. She thinks there are better ways to spend a engaged couple’s

money

c. She feels that weddings are trifle

d. She always wanted an elegant wedding

5. Why is it so costly to change the contract with the caterer?

a. There is a lot of planning and coordinating involved and it is costly to

the caterer to make changes therefore the wedding party must incur

the expenses

b. The caterer wants to make you miserable

c. The caterer just wants more money from you

d. It is not expensive to make contract changes

Literal:

1. What is one thing caterers need?

a. Lunch
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b. Patience

c. Comic relief

d. Asti Spumante

2. What is the name of the assistant?

a. Julian Teller

b. Pollyanne

c. Charlotte

d. DJ

3. What kind of car does Bridezilla Billie drive?

a. Lamborghini

b. Mercedes

c. Ford

d. Nissan

4. Who is Tom?

a. Bridezilla Billie’s husband

b. The assistant’s husband

c. The caterer’s husband
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d. The DJ

5. What town is the Caterer from

a. Aspen Meadows

b. Denver

c. Columbia

d. Minneapolis

Vocabulary:

1. What is a cynic as used in the phrase, “Cynics say getting married is a death

wish?”

a. A stingy person

b. Faultfinding critic

c. Flat coil with the apex at the center

d. False appearance

2. What meaning does nuptial have in the context, “And as the bodies piled up

around the Attenborough nuptials?”

a. Marriage

b. Circus

c. Priest
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d. Lamb

3. What does axiom mean in the context, “Unfortunately, the events

surrounding Bridezilla Billie Attenborough’s wedding proved the truth of the

original axiom?”

a. Lack of balance

b. Relating to an empire or emperor

c. Enter in or on a panel

d. A maxim widely accepted on its intrinsic merit (maxim is a

general truth)

4. When the caterer states, “Billie, was in short, a flake” what does flake mean?

a. A small loose mass or bit

b. A thin flattened piece or layer: chip

c. An annoying person who changes her mind too frequently and

doesn’t show up for appointments on time or at all

d. Slang: cocaine

5. What does content mean in this statement, “But Bridezilla Billie, as I’d come

to call her, was never content?”

a. Satisfied
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b. Irritated

c. Loved

d. Conspicuous

6.  What does pere mean in the statement, “Attenborough pere having died of a

bleeding ulcer long ago?”

a. Father –used after a name to distinguish a father from a son

b. an intermediate support for the adjacent ends of two bridge spans

c. a structure (as a breakwater) extending into navigable water for use as

a landing place or promenade or to protect or form a harbor

d. an auxiliary mass of masonry used to stiffen a wall
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Appendix D: Interest Inventory

Based on the previous selection you read or listened to please rank the following

statements, from  1 Strongly Agree to 5, Strongly Disagree

1.  I really enjoyed the book that I read or listened to

1 (Strongly Agree) 2 (Agree) 3 (Neutral) 4 (Disagree) 5 (Strongly Disagree)

2.  I would be willing to look for more books like this to read or listen to

1 (Strongly Agree) 2 (Agree) 3 (Neutral) 4 (Disagree) 5 (Strongly Disagree)

3.  I would like to continue on and read or listen to the rest of the title

1 (Strongly Agree) 2 (Agree) 3 (Neutral) 4 (Disagree) 5 (Strongly Disagree)

4.  I did not like what I read or listened to

1 (Strongly Agree) 2 (Agree) 3 (Neutral) 4 (Disagree) 5 (Strongly Disagree)

5.  I am interested in finding the rest of the selection and to read or listen to more of it

1 (Strongly Agree) 2 (Agree) 3 (Neutral) 4 (Disagree) 5 (Strongly Disagree)
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Appendix E: Follow-up Survey

Part 1: General Information

I am (circle one) Male Female

I am age (circle one) 18 19 20 21 Other

Part 2: Modality Preferences

1.  I have read an ebook before

(Please select one)

Yes No

Comments:

2.  I have used an e-book reader (Amazon Kindle, Sony Reader, Kobo, Nook or other)

(Please select one)

Yes No

Comments:

3.  I have read an e-book on another platform (Computer, iPod Touch, iPhone, iPad, other

smartphone)

(Please select one)

Yes No

Comments:
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4.  I have listened to an audiobook before

(please select one)

Yes No

Comments:

3a.  If yes, My preferred format for listening to audiobooks is

Tape

CD

Mp3 Player

Playaway or other dedicated audiobook playing device

Other – please explain

Comments:

4.  When you have time for leisure reading what is your preferred format?

Please rank, 1 favorite, 2 okay, 3 least favorite

Print book

Ebook

Audiobook

I have no preferences

Comments:
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Part 3: Reading Information

All of these questions are about leisure reading, or reading that is not required for school

or work.

1.  Considering print, online (internet) and any other electronic text, how much time do

you spend reading materials that are not for school work?

2 or more hours a day

1 hour a day

4 to 6 hours per week or 30 to 60 minutes per day

1 to 3 hours a week

1 to 3 hours per month

I don’t read (less than 1 hour a month)

2. How many hours do you spend listening to audiobooks

2 or more hours a day

1 hour a day

4 to 6 hours per week or 30 to 60 minutes per day

1 to 3 hours a week

1 to 3 hours per month

I don’t listen (less than 1 hour a month)
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3. What type of materials do you regularly read?

a. News

 i. Online

 ii. Print newspaper

b. General nonfiction

c. General fiction (i.e. romance, mystery, science fiction, fantasy)

d. Other: please explain

4. Do you consider yourself a reader?

Yes

No

Maybe – please explain

5. When I am ready to read (not for school or work) I prefer to:

a. Read on a computer

b. Read on an e-book reader (Kindle, Sony, smartphone, iPod Touch or

iPhone)

c. Read print books

d. Listen to an audiobook

e. More than 1 – list your order and explain
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6. Fiction Genres: Rank the following types of fiction – which ones do you enjoy

reading?

1 - Strongly Agree 2 - Agree 3 - Neutral  4 - Disagree 5 - Strongly Disagree

(1 - I love it 2 - I like it 3 - its okay 4 - I’d rather not read it, 5 - I hate it)

    I love it       I hate it

Romance 1          2          3           4        5

Religious/Inspirational 1          2          3           4        5

Literary 1          2          3           4        5

Science Fiction 1          2          3           4        5

Fantasy 1          2          3           4        5

Historical 1          2          3           4        5

Crime 1          2          3           4        5

Suspense/Thriller/Adventure 1          2          3           4        5
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7. I would describe myself as: (This can include any type of reading.)

(Please circle one)

A heavy reader or listener (more than 3 books a week) A frequent reader or listener (1-3 books

a week)

A moderate reader or listener (2-4 books a month) Occasional reader or listener

(less than 2 books a month)

7. In an average month how many

a. Print books do you read:  (please circle one) 

1 or less  2 to 4 5 to 8 8 to 10 more than 10

b. E-books: please circle one) 

1 or less  2 to 4 5 to 8 8 to 10 more than 10

c. Audiobooks do you listen to please circle one) 

1 or less  2 to 4 5 to 8 8 to 10 more than 10

Comments:
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